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Editorial Notes:

BRITAIN DECLARES
WAR ON AFRICA

The British Foreign Secretary, Sir Alex Douglas-Home,
told the House of Commons on July 20, shortly after the
return of the Conservatives to power, that "it is our intention
to give effect to the purposes of the Simonstown Agreement l
and we believe that, as a consequence, we should be ready (0
consider, within that context, applications for the export to
South Africa of certain limited categories of arms".

It has always been Tory policy that Britain should sell
arms to South Africa. This has been justified on two grounds:
I. That, in the words of Mr. Anthony Barber after his visit to
South Africa earlier this year, "Sollth Africa is Britain's ally
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and we shall treat her as such"; and 2. That in Britain's pre
sent economic predicament she cannot afford to neglect any
opportunity of selling her goods abroad.

The Tory Government made many promises to the electo
rate during the pre-election campaign. It is highly significant
that while most of these promises are as yet unfulfilled (and
some, like lower taxes, indefinitely postponed because of the
economic crisis), the Heath Administration has fallen over
itself to abandon the partial boycott of South Africa imposed
by the Labour Government and get the arms traffic going
again.

In the situation which exists in Southern Africa, where the
majority of the populations of the White dominated states of
South Africa, Rhodesia, Angola and Mozambique are enga
ged in armed struggle against their oppressors, the decision
of the Tory Government can only be regarded as a declara
tion of war against the African peoples as a whole. The
Tories make hypocritical gestures about refusing to s.upply
arms which can be used for the "implementation of apar
theid", as though a warship is of less use than a pistol in kill
ing people on land.

It is quite plain to everybody, including the Tories, that
anything that strengthens the South African state at the same
time strengthens the South African ruling class. The supply
of warships, aircraft and missiles to Vorster can only streng
then the forces in South Africa which are responsible for the
implementation of apartheid.

The Tories claim that "South Africa is Britain's ally". The
men who run the Soulh African Government were nol
Britain's allies during the last war, but her enemies, and it is
well known that many of them were errgaged in activities in
support of the Nazis, including the present premier, Vorster,
who was inlerned because he was regarded as a danger to
the democractic cause for which the allied armies were figh
ting.
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"Britain's ally"-against whom? There is much talk about
the threat represented by the presence of a few Soviet ships
in the Indian Ocean, and the Chinese presence and influence
in some of the countries of East Africa, as though this were
sufficient in itself to justify arming Vorster to the teeth. Do
we really need to remind the world that it was this same Sir
Alex Douglas-Home who was one of the key figures in the
Munich sell-out and betrayal of Czechoslovakia, arguing that
Hitler had to be strengthened as a bulwark against the
manace of Soviet Communism? Thirty million people-20
million of them Soviet citizens----died in the war which resul
ted from the failure of the appeasement policy pursued by
Chamberlain and Douglas-Home in the thirties. Now
Douglas-Home is back at his old game of appeasing Vorster
in the sacred cause of anti-communism.

In thcir despcration to rescue capitalism from the destruc
tion which threatens it in all corners of the world, the
Western powers are prepared 10 ally themselves with the vilest
regimes in the world. The United States props up the wret
ched clique in power in South Victnam and assists in the
murder of millions rather than see them choose communism
as their way of life. The United States likewise props up thc
despotic regimes of Central and South America to prevent
them from following the inspiring example of Cuba. Britain
and the United States co-operate in NATO with the tyran
nies of Franco and Caetano to hold back the social revolu
tion in Europe. Likewise SEATO is used as an instrument of
imperialist policy against the peoples of the East.

It is in this context that Weslern support for South Africa
must be seen. When it comes 10 military strategy, the plain
fact is that South Africa would be of little use to the West if a
war wcre to break out against the Soviet Union or Peoplc's
China. South Africa's military establishment could be elimina
ted with a couple of intercontinental ballistic missiles. The
Cape as a route for Western shipping-to the extent that it
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could be used at all----eould be defended by the Western
navies and air forces without any contribution from South
Africa at all.

No, it is not against the Soviet Union that South Africa is
being built up by the West. It is to frustrate the aspirations of
the oppressed majority of South Africa itself, of the peoples
of Angola and Mozambique and Rhodesia, and indeed of all
of free Africa, that Vorster is being equipped by the Western
powers. The South African military might-useless in "ny
war against the Soviet Union-is of the utmost importance in
Africa itself. South Africa, spending over £200 million a year
on its army and police force, can boast a military machine
stronger and better equipped than the armies of the rest of,
Africa combined (leaving aside for the moment the special
position of Egypt in the context of the Middle East conflict).

The South African army can be used not only against the
Africans of South Africa, but against the Africans of other
states fighting for their liberation, as well as the independent
states themselves. South African men and materials are
already being used to bolster the racist and colonialist
regimes in Rhodesia, Angola and Mozambique. South
African aircraft overfly Zambia and Tanzania on spying
missions while South African Cabinet Ministers utter threats
against the governments of Presidents Kaunda and Nyerere.
The economies of various African slates are already being
penetrated by ever-increasing South African investment run
ning into hundreds of millions of pounds.

:'South Africa is Britain's ally", say the Tories. Yes,
against the people of Africa. Britain's stake in South Africa is
greater than that in the whole of the rest of Africa. She is res
ponsible for two-thirds of all foreign investment in South
Africa, her own stake being approximately £ I ,500 million,
from which she draws a higher rate of profit than she is able
to achieve anywhere else in the world.

According to a written answer in the British Parliament
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published during July 1970, Britain's investment stake in
Southern Africa as a whole (South Africa, Rhodesia, Mozam
bique and Angola) has more than doubled since 1960.

Trade figures alone show why Britain is prepared to risk
the anger of independent Africa, and possibly even the dest
ruction of the Commonwealth, by pursuing her "arms for
South Africa" policy. According to an article in the London
"Times" of August 13, 1970, "Britain imported £215 million
worth of goods from African Commonwealth countries in
1969, against export figures of £127 million. The compa
rable figures with South Africa were £302 million in imports
and £285 million in exports". Tne same article carried a
table showing that in the years 1967 and 1968 Britain's trade
with South Africa was approximately equal to that with the
rest of Africa combined.

An appeal issued by the Central Committee of the South
African Communist Party in July, 1970, shortly after the
advent of the Conservative Government to power, stated:

"South African fascist imperialism presents a major threat
to the security of 'every independent African state, and to
world peace.

"The South African Communist Party makes an urgent
appeal to the working class and anti-imperialist forces
throughout the world, and especially in Western Europe and
Northern America.

"Our people are engaged in a desperate and crucial fight
against racialism and colonialism, for national freedom and
human dignity.

"Dear comrades, fellow workers and allies in the common
struggle, mobilise your forces against those in your country
who support, profit from and above all sell arms to the evil
regime of apartheid.

"Expose them politically! Inform and arouse mass opi
nion! Lead the working class to demonstrate their solidarity
by refusing to produce, transport or ship arms destined for
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South Africa.
"DOWN WITH RACIALISMI
"NO ARMS FOR SOUTH AFRICA!"

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

Uncle Sam is striking attitudes in Southern Africa.
Last May the United States Government announced:

1. That it will henceforth officially discourage investment by
U.s. Nationals in Namibia .

.2. That Export-Import Bank Credit guarantees will not be
made available for trade with Namibia.
3. That US nationals who invest in Namibia will not receive
the assistance of the U.S. Government in the protection of
such investment against claims of "a future lawful govern
ment of Namibia ".

Announcing these decisions at the United Nations, U.S.
representative Charles W. Yost said he hoped these steps
would "make clear to South Africa that its illegal occupation
cannot be condoned".

This policy statement followed in the wake of another
policy statement issued earlier in the year by U.S. Secretary
of State William P. Rogers that: "We take our stand on the
side of those fundamental human rights in Southern Africa,
as we do at home and elsewhere".

Rogers went on: "We are maintaining our arms embargo;
we oppose their continued administration of Namibia. We
will continue to make clear that our limited governmental
activities in South Africa do not represent any acceptance or
condoning of its discriminatory system".

Those who have observed the way in which the United
States has taken its stand "on the side of fundamental human
rights" in Vietnam, Korea, Guatemala, Cuba and elsewhere
have not been very much impressed. There was no noticea
ble reaction either from the South African Government or
from U.S. interests in Southern Africa. The General
10



Manager of the vast U.s.-controlled Tsumeb Corporation,
Namibia's largest base mineral mine and a major copper and
lead producer, commented: "I do not think it will affect
Tsumeb Corporation one bit".

Everybody knows that "Sticks and stones can break my
bones but words can never hurt me".

Nevertheless, there are reasons for the difference between
U.S. and British policy in relation to Southern Africa, One is
that British investment in Southern Africa is far more impor
tant, both relatively and absolutely, than U.S. investment.
I. Britain's investment in Southern Africa is more than
double that of the United States.
2. Whereas Britain has more money invested in Southern
Africa than the rest of Africa combined, the United States on
the other hand has nearly three times as much money inves
ted in the rest of Africa as in South Africa.
3. Britain's investment in South Africa amounts to about 10
per cent of her total foreign investment. U.S. investment in
South Africa, on the other hand, amounts to a little over one
per cent of her total foreign investment.

So the United States can afford to strike attitudes, But
there is more to the policy of the Nixon Government than
that. U.S. capital is predatory, not only in relation to the
oppressed peoples in Africa, but also in relation to its fellow
neo~colonialist powers, In seeking to extend its domination
in Africa, the United States regards both Britain and South
Africa as rivals. In his statement Rogers spelt out three fur
ther U,S. "initiatives" in Southern Africa:
1. More American aid for the former British Protectorates to
make them more viable "multi-racial" enclaves and less
dependent on South Africa.
2. A distinction between the so-called "tolerant multi-racial"
policy of the ~ortuguese in Angola and Mozambique and the
apartheid policy of the South African Government.
3. The total isolation of Rhodesia.
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Every African knows that South Africa, Portugal and
Rhodesia have formed an unholy alliance to preserve and ex
tend white domination in southern and central Africa. Every
African also knows that this "unholy alliance" could not sur
vive for one day without the support of the Western imperia
list powers.

Nevertheless, one should not overlook the differences,
actual and potential, in the ranks of the oppressors them
selves. Increasing South African penetration of the econo
mies of southern and central Africa can only bring Rhodesia,
Angola and Mozambique more strongly under her innuence
and domination. And the growth in size of the South African
stake in Africa makes her a formidable rival to the traditional
dominance of U.S., French and British capital in Africa, with
West Germany and Japan now also strongly in the running.

On analysis, U.S. "philanthropy" in Southern Africa turns
out to be only another form of self-interest. Anybody
tempted to accept U.S. aid as a means of "lessening depen
dence" on South Africa is likely to find he has merely
jumped from the frying pan into the fire.

Commenting on the U.S. policy statements, a recent issue
of "Namibia News", organ of the South West Africa People's
Organisation, said:

"Our country's resources are being exhausted in an inten
sive, short period, and the profits are taken as revenue by the
South African Government, as well as transferred to foreign
countries and South African companies, but nothing goes to
the people. The reason why this is so easily done is two-fold:
Firstly, the fact that South Africa illegally occupies our
country, and secondly, that her vicious apartheid policy is the
basis for her administration. In order to run mining and
other industries at such vast profit there must be easy access
to cheap labour; the South African social system secures this.
The northern part of Namibia has over a long period been
developed and maintained as a source of cheap labour wilh
12



an extensive system of 'contract labour', which has been
characterised by the International Commission of Jurists as
being 'unique in its organised and efficient application of
conditions that are aki~ to slavery'. Moreover, generally low
wages and harsh legislation contribute to maintain the in
human conditions in Namibia whereby it is a matter of life
and death for a family that the bread-winner has a job,
however badly paid. By keeping the population down in this
way the South African Government secures its foreign
friends cheap and easy profit at the expense of the rightful
owners of the country. We predict that increasing invest
ments in Namibia will lead to even harsher life conditions for
our people, as this in itself is one of the necessary precon
ditions for this pernicious industrial expansion".

Those who defend foreign investment in the Cabora Bassa
project and elsewhere in Southern Africa, please note.

Particularly shameful has been the £40 million contract
between the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and
a ~ubsidiary of the Rio Tinto Zinc Corporation for the supply
of large quantities of uranium from South West Africa. This
contract, entered into secretly by the Labour Government,
and defended by the Tory Government, has been con
demned by SWAPO as "an example of the hypocrisy which
pervades Britain's attitude to Namibia".

LESOTHO

On April 30, 1970, the Labour Government said: "We
have not been satisfied that the new regime in Lesotho meets
our normal criteria for recognition". A few weeks later,
while the election campaign was under way in Britain, the
Labour Government resumed diplomatic relations with the
regime of dictator Leabua Jonathan.
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What had changed in the interim? Nothing. It will be
remembered that Chief Leabua Jonathan. after losing the
January general election in Lesotho, suspended the constitu
tion, imprisoned his political opponents, and announced that
he was taking power by force. The rightful head of state,
King Moshoeshoe II, was sent away "on holiday" to
Holland. When the Basotho people rose in revolt against this
usurpation of power by Vorster's stooge, they were killed in
their hundreds by the British-officered mobile police unit.

Jonathan's regime was hard hit by the suspension of
British aid, and to rescue himself from disaster he entered
into negotiations with th~ leaders of the three main opposi
tion parties to form a national govr;:rnment and lay the basis
for the adoption of a new constitution. This, he hoped, would
qualify the regime for recognition and the" resumption of Bri
tish aid.

The British Government, however, no doubt pressured
from South Africa which had no wish for a nation rent by
civil war to be left on its hands, didn't wait for the talks to
produce a result.

From Maseru's Central Prison, where he was still restri
cted, opposition leader Ntsu Mokhehle smuggled a statement
last July condemning Britain's decision to resume relations
with the Jonathan regime as "politically disastrous", Mr.
Mokhehle said: "Now that relations are normalised and
there is hope of aid, Chief Jonathan is taking no more pains
to get a peaceful solution to the crisis. He has practically
abandoned the leaders' talks, without telling them so, and his
political activists are going all out to crush the other political
parties".

He accused Jonathan of making political capital from the
drought by using it to gain world sympathy and embarrassing
Britain into giving aid. "I hope the British will realise what a
disastrous act it would be to dish out aid to Leabua and I
hope they will not make this mistake".
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Perhaps Mr. Mokhehle puts too much store in the good
faith of the British Government, which showed that it was
ready to seize any excuse to resume relations with the Jona
than dictatorship. It was the pressure of world opinion, espe
cially African opinion, which persuaded Britain to wifhhold
recognition from Jonathan in the first place. Conversely, it
was the slackening of world opinion, expecially that of inde
pendent Africa, which made it possible for Britain to over
come its embarrassment and resume relations.

A four-man Lesotho Government delegation which in July·
August 1970 made a tour of 10 nations in Central, East and
West Africa brought back rep'orts of a glowing welcome in all
centres. Jonathan commented: "I have now discovered that I
have more friends than enemies on the African continent.
Our problems are well understood. I have been invited to
visit several African states. Some African states are keen to
exchange diplomatic relations with my Government".

After a visit to Lesotho in August, the Zambian Minister
of Local Government, Mr. J. P. A. Siyomunji, said in Maseru
that the establishment of diplomatic relations between
Zambia and Lesotho now depended only on formalities.

Yet all the while nothing had changed. There was still no
constitution, the oppo~ition leaders were still in jail, the King
was still in exile, Jonathan still ruled by courtesy of the Bri
tish-officered mobile police force. True" the people were
hungrier because of the drought.. But the Basotho people
have had previous experience of the way Jonathan has used
their hunger and their need to bolster himself in power.
Shortly after he first came to. power, it was Verwoerd who
jumped to his aid with sacks of mealies. Now it is Britain and
America.

British recognition of the Leabua Government opened the
floodgates. In August the United States annoilnced that it
was to give Lesotho food valued at Rl,344,785 and would
pay the transport charges of R896,523 for its delivery. The
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food is to be dispensed by thc Catholic Relief Service-and
it will be remembered that the Catholic Church is one of the
main political props of the Leabua regime.

Later in the same month Lesotho was visited by Me W.
Malan, of South Africa's Department of Foreign Affairs; Me
Edouard HUlle, France's non-resident Ambassador to
Lesotho, who established the first diplomatic link between
the two countries when he presented his credentials to the
regent Queen Mamohoto; and Me W. M. Simonsz, First Sec
retary at the Netherlands Embassy in Pretoria.

Though rejected by his own people, as the January elec
tions showed, Leabua is well on the way to intcrnational res
pectability, tbanks to the aid of the British Government.

BOTSWANA

According to columnist Jan Verkyker in the South African
magazine "Newscheck", there was anxiety in South Africa
about two men in key positions in Botswana-Me J. R.
S)'son, a Briton who had been appointed personal secretary
to the President, Sir Seretse Khama, and Mr. Joe Matthews,
well known South African Communist and AN.C leader,
who had been appointed assistant to the Permanent Secretary
of the President's office, Ncwscheck said Syson had been a
member of the British Communist Party. Anxiety in South
Africa was because the two men stood so close to the Presi
dent, and were in a position to innuence him. Their advice
could be detrimcntalto good relations between the Republic
and Botswana.

One thing is sure. Sir Seretse Khama needs no prompting
from Matthews or Syson to learn to dislike apartheid. He can
never forget how he was exiled from his own country by the
British as a result of South African displeasure at his marri
age to a White woman. Now that he is master in his own
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house, he is making sure that sort of thing will never happen
again.

When verkrampte Nationalist (now H.N.P. leader) Ras
Beyers, who was living in Botswana at the time, made a
speech at a Nationalist meeting in the Transvaal in June
1969 attacking "Kaffirs, Jews and English", he was promptly
deported by the Botswana Government.

In August 1970 the Botswana Government acted again.
An M.P., Mr. G. G. Sebcso, had told the Botswana Parlia
ment of slave farms in the Tuli Block where African labou
rers were treated worse than animals. Workers were shot at
when they complained, fined for having visitors, and forced
to buy from shops owned by Tuli Block farmers. Labourers
had to gel up at 5 a.m. and worked until 8 at night. On one
farm there was a borehole-for use by the White farmer and
his animals only; labourers had to go two miles to the Lim
popo for water. Labourers got no paid leave. "Conditions of
work are no better than colonial days", said Mr. Sebcso,
calling for an inquiry.

The indignant White farmers protested against this "calu
mny" which, they said, had greatly devalued their land, and
called for a meeting with the Botswana Minister of Labour,
Mr. M. P. Nwako. They got their meeting-and more than
they bargained for.

Mr. Nwako took the farmers by surprise by going on the
offensive. Times had changed, he said, and farmers had to be
taught to treat their workers like human beings.

"Ii is not always easy to get over past behaviour", he said.
"We are not trying to encourage laziness among your wor

kers, but we are also not going to encourage exploitation".
He warned the astonished farmers that workers were entit

led to form trade unions which would have the right to bar
gain collectively over pay and conditions, arbitrate on behalf
of aggrieved workers and, if necessary, even go on strike.

Mr. Nwako said he was meeting the farmers because of a
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parliamentary motion expressing dissatisfaction with the
state of affairs in the Tuli Block, the unhappy labour rela
tions in the area, and the unhappy public relations with the
African people in the adjoining tribal area.

Thb Botswana Government has also shown in other ways
that it is reluctant to become another South African Bantus
tan. It has rejected South African protests over the proposed
road link with Zambia, and has also rejected South African
protests against the establishment of diplomatic relations
with the Soviet Union.

"The Government does not consider it necessary to
comment on every petty statement about Botswana made by
South African Ministers", said a Government spokesman in
Gaborone, "but would remind South Africa thai this is an
independent country.

"In the past we have been linked 100 closely with South
Africa and also with Britain. Now the Government feels it is
time to lessen our dependence on both these countries and to
start forging links-trade and diplomatic-with other count
tries. We want to establish friendly relations with as many
countries as possible, to become less aligned. In fact, this was
the immediate reason for agreeing to establish diplomatic
relations with Russia, for example".

THE FIGHT GOES ON

Despite all the Government's ferocious repression, the
spirit of resistance in South Africa is surging to new heights:

The accused in the Terrorism Act trial of Mrs. Winnie
Mandela, Benjamin Ramotse and 18 others showed magnifi
cent courage, solidarity and defiance in the face of their per
secutors. Notwithstanding the torture, solitary confinement
and other brutal methods of third degree to which they were
subjected-in some cases for over two years before being
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brought to trial-they remained true to their convictions,
converted defence to attack, and demonstrated the guilt of
the apartheid regime before the bar of world opinion.

The explosion of A.N.C. leanet-bombs in all the main
centres of South Africa under the noses of the police last
August shook the complacency of the Nationalist Govern
ment. The Minister of Police, Mr. S. L. Muller, deplored the
widespread publicity given to the explosions, but at the same
time warned: "The public must not think Ihat the dangers
are a thing of the past. It is something with which we shall
just have to live".

The widespread demonstrations by students, Black Sash
and others in protest against the continued detention of the
accused under the Terrorism Act after they had been acqui
tted in the Suppression of Communism Act trial last Feb·
ruary were a magnificent display of solidarity. In Johannes
burg Wits students marched to police headquarters in defi
ance of a ban by the chief magistrate, showing a refreshing
new spirit of militancy and determination. The Government
showed its sensitivity on the issue by accepting admission of
guilt fines on minor charges instead of prosecuting the stu
dents under the Criminal Laws Amendment or Riotous
Assemblies Acts, thereby avoiding the publicity of a trial
which would have turned public opinion still further against
them.

The 400 African workers who went on strike at McPhail's
coalyard in Johannesburg last August, in protest against the
victimisation tactics of their White foreman, showed that soli-·
idarity and determination could defeat the combined efforts
of employers and police to break them. The bosses, after
calling in the police, were forced to climb down when they
found themselves in danger of losing their entire labour

force.
These are only some of the many incidents which have

taken place in South Africa recently, and which show that
nothing the Government can do can crush the people's spirit
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of resistance. Apartheid is rejected by the overwhelming
majority of the South African people, who are daily dis
proving the Government's claim that "separate develop~

ment" is the road to peace.

SOUL MUSIC

The article by J. K. Obatala on '·U.S. Soul Music in
Africa" which was published in the "African Communist"
No. 41, Second Quarter 1970, was reviewed by Tom Foley
in an article "A Study in Deception" published in the Ameri
can "Daily World", organ of the U. S. Communist Party.

Commenting on Ob,ltala's remark that "in Africa, the con
cept of 'soul' has become impregnated with the ideological
germs of capitalism" and "symbolises a capitalist heaven",
and that "soul music" is being used to perpetuate "the myth
that black people in the U.S. are incredibly wealthy", Foley
writes:

..American readers ought to be deeply disturbed by
Obalala's article: Africa's peoples simply cannot be allowed
to believe thai the U.S. is a paradise for anybody".
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From the 1970 Augmented Meeting of the Central Com
mittee of the South African Communist Party

FREEDOM
CAN BE WON
A CALL TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN PEOPLE

How can we, the oppressed working people of South Africa,
free our country from white minority domination and win
power for the people? This is the main question that faces us
all. This was the main question that was discussed by the
historic 1970 meeting of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party.

Our people have many serious problems and grievances.
Every non-white in South Africa knows Ihe daily insults

and hardships of life in our country.
We are not allowed to vote, not allowed to move freely,

told we are "inferior". Racialist lies are even taught to our
children under "Bantu education".

People are heartlessly sent away like cattle to "resettle
ment areas".

Every African knows well the problem of the pass laws
which send a million to prison every year, and subject every
man and woman to brutal terror by the police.

T:lere is Ihe burning problem of land-nearly 90 per cent
of the land is in the hands of whites, while Africans starve in
lhe reserves or work for next to nothing as farm-labourers.
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The black worker faces an impossible task of trying to live
on starvation wages: he is denied the chance of a skilled job
and has no trade union rights, while prices, fares, rents go up
all the time.

The Coloured and Indian people are also the victims of
apartheid, of Group Areas, Job Reservation and other
vicious and cruel laws.

All these grievances and many others are well known to
us. We talk about them all the time. But in our hearts we
know also that we will never be rid of these evils until we get
rid of the main problem-white minority rule.

THERE IS A IVA Yl

The government and the sy~tem it upholds can Ill:
overthrown. The whole of world history te<lches us that un~,
just minority governments cannot last. Over the past twenty
years alone, practically the whole continents of Asia and

Africa have seen the people winning their right to their own
governments.

Freedom can and will be won in South Africa as well.
But we must not deceive ourselves. Our freedom will not

drop from the skies. Nor will it be brought to us from outside
South Africa. We have hundreds and millions of friends all
over the world who want to see South Africa restored to the
people of this country. But not all their resolutions and pro
tests will help us unless and lIt1til the people of our country
stand up and fight for themselves.

How are we to do this?
We must study and understand the situation in OUt

country and its place in the world.
We must organise and unite our forces.
We must be resolved to resist, defy and oppose oppressior

in every form find in every way.
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We must be armed and ready to fight-if need be to dic
for our freedom.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

The first step to changing the world is understanding it.
Our struggle for freedom in South Africa is not an isolated

one. It is part of a world-wide conflict that is going on. On
the one side nre the forces of socialism, of national liberation
and of peace. On the other are the forces of imperialism, of
exploitation and of war.

H is this conflict which will decide the future of South
Africa and of all men and women everywhere.

We need to understand this conflict because above all we
need to understand who are our friends and who are our
enemies.

We must look at people's deeds as well as their words!
The imperialist governments, like those of ' the United

States, Britain, France and West Germany, pretend to be
opponents of apartheid. But what do they do about it in prac
tice? They help the Vorster regime in every way they dare to:
with money, with trade, with arms. Indeed they are partners
in the oppression and exploitation of our people. Look
around you at all the British, American, West German and
French businesses and factories in our country. They are
doing very well out of apartheid, because it m~ans low wages
and big profits for their capitalists.

That is why they sabotage every United Nations decision
for the boycott of South Africa. To appease world opinion,
especially in African and Asian countries, they say they are
against apartheid. But who can believe them?

IMPERIALISM
The United States of America claims to be in favour of

equality and peace. But for years now they have been carry
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in,g on the most cruel and murderous war to subdue the
people of Vietnam. Their treatment of the black people in
their own country is <l disgrace.

The United States, Britain, West Germany and France are
impen'alisl countries, controlled by huge capitalist mono
polies. These monopolies are only interested in increasing
their huge profits, by dominating other nations, by investing
abroad to exploit cheap raw materials and labour, by
aggression and war.

Imperialism is the cnemy of all humanity.
It is the friend of reaction and racialism everywhere; the

friend of nco-Nazi Vorster South Africa. South African
imperialism is a part of and closely tied up with world
i1pperialism.

The imperialists invented the lie of racialism to justify
their enslavement and robbery of most of the world's
peoples. They preach that some races are 'better' than
others, and that therefore it is all right for two-thirds of the
people of the world to live miserable and short lives, de 4

prived of enough food, clothes and shelter, without land, edu
cation for their children, security or leisure.

The capitalists find these ideas very useful. Here in South
Africa we have seen how racialism has degraded and de
formed the white workers. In~tead of fighting the bosses,
they join with them in oppressing their black fellow-workers,
and think only of keeping the African out of a skilled job.

Imperialism-monopoly capitalism-is the enemy of all
the people's aspirations for peace and happiness. Above all
they hate and fear socialism which will put an end forever to
the exploitation of man by man and to every form of racial
and colour discrimination.

THE WORLD FIGHT AGAINST IMPERIALISM

When we just look at our own country, it seems that there
is nothing but a bitter and endless struggle between us and
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the oppressors; that they have the backing of the big powers
like the United States, Britain, France and Germany.

But this is not the whole picture. We, the oppressed
peoples of South Africa, have our friends and allies as well.
They are hundreds and millions of working people, people
who want peace and freedom, who want national freedom, a
better life and socialism. Our common enemy is imperialism.

The people of Vietnam are under savage. attack by a
powerful and ruthless enemy: United States imperialism"
which year after year has been trying by fire and terror and
starvation, in which hundreds of thousands have been mur
dered by Yankee troops, napalm and other weapons, to force
them to submit. But the Vietnamese did not submit and
never will submit. They value freedom more than life itself.
That is why they cannot be defeated. Their example is an
inspiration to us. They are our friends and comrades in arms,
and their victories are our victories.

Our fellow-Africans in Egypt have for several years now
been under violent attack by the Zionists of Israel, who are
armed and incited by U.S. imperialism to do their dirty work
in North Africa and the Middle East. But-given generous
and powerful assistance by the Soviet Union and
other'socialist countries-the Egyptian people will not submit
to having half of their country occupied. They are fighting
back for freedom and independence. They too are our
friends and allies.

OUR NEIGHBOURS

Nearest and closest to us are our fellow-Africans in the
border countries and further north.

There are the people of Namibia-South West Africa.
We all know that this huge country has been unlawfully

seized by the government of South Africa. They have taken
the best farmlands and handed them over to white farmers.
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They have laid their hands on the rich mineral deposits,
including diamonds and uranium, and sold them to big
foreign monopolies. They are forcing the indigenous peoples
to undergo the indignity and terror of apartheid.

The brother-peoples of Namibia are not submitting. They
are organising and fighting back. They are not waiting for
the United Nations which passes fine resolutions-but can
do nothing because the US, Britain, France and other
imperialist countries sabotage these resolutions. The
N~mibians are organising for armed struggle for their free
dom.

We South Africans support them one hundred per cent.
We demand that Vorster and his government quit Namibia.
We demand independence and self-government for its
people. They are our kinsfolk and brothers; we have the
same fight against the same enemy-South African
imperialism.

The people of Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) are not submitting.
The British Government claims that Rhodesia is its colony
and Ihat Smith is a rebel. Dut in practice they have done
nothing to put down this phonev 'rebellion'. They talk about
sunctions-but everybody knows that South Africa is defying
the so-called sanctions and sending the Smith regime every
thing it needs.

The Zimbabwe people, our brothers and sisters, are not
waiting for Britain and the United Nations to free them; they
have learnt that the only way to freedom is to fight for it.

The revolution in Zimbabwe has already begun. It
probably would have been won already, except for the
support of South African arms, troops and policemen.
Our armed guerillas of Umkhonto we Sizwe have already
gone through the fires of baltIc in Zimbabwe. At Wankie and
in other battlefields, together with the fighting men of ZAPU
they faced the Smith and Vorster forces and innicted heavy
casualties on them. This is a common fight against a common
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enemy. This is the beginning of a war for the whole of
Southern Africa. It will be 'a long and bitter war. But in the
end we shall win. From each battle we gain experience; for
each dead African patriot many more will join to take his
place.

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

White South African storm troopers do not only intervene
in Zimbabwe. In Mozambique and in Angola they are
supporting the Portuguese colonialists in their cruel and long
war against the people of Angola and Mozambique.

These colonies, together with Guinea·Bissau, are the last
areas of direct European rule left in Africa.

Portugal is one of the poorest and smallest countries in
Europe. How does it manage to keep on this bitter and costly
war to hang on to its colonies?

Mainly because it is supported by the imperialist countries
with whom it is associated in NATO (North American Treaty
Organisation)-America, West Germany, Britain, France
and others. They help the Portuguese fascists with arms and
money to try and keep their slave regimes in Africa.

The White Government of the Republic knows that the
people's victories over Portuguese colonialism are dangerous
to its rule here. They are afraid of free African governments
on our borders. They help Portugal with weapons, money
and even White soldiers from the Republic.

But in spite of his friends and allies, Caetano, the
Portuguese dictator, is losing his cQlonial wars in Africa.

Thousands of square miles and hundreds of thousands of
people have already been liberated in these territories. The
liberation movements do not only fight and defeat the
Portuguese soldiers; they are already ruling in many regions
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and provinces where the Portuguese soldiers do not dare to
go. In these areas the people are building a new life, they
have taken over the land and the government.

The people of these countries, the brave soldiers of their
liberation armies, led by the FRELIMO of Mozambique, the
MPLA of Angola and the PAIGe of Guinea, are our close
allies and comrades-in-arms.
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It is our duty to help them as much as we can. Their
victories are ours as well.

AFRICAN STATES

We are not living in the Africa of the fifties, where the
whole map of the continent was painted in different colours
to show British, French and other 'possessions' of European
countries.

There are now forty independent African states, governed
by African Presidents, Prime Ministers, governments and
parliaments.

Of course these countries are not all in the same position.
Some are big and developing quickly. Many others are small
and having been so long misgoverned by foreigners-poor
and undeveloped.

Take our neighbours-Lesotho, Swaziland and Botswana.
For many years these countries were governed by Britain
which was not at all interested in developing them, in
building modern agriculture and industries to give jobs to the
Basotho, Swazi and Batswana. They were more interested in
keeping these countries backward so that their men would be
forced to work in the South African gold mines, where rich
Englishmen have many millions of pounds invested.

Today although they are independent in name, they are
dominated by their big, bullying neighbour, the Republic of
South Africa, where black men are regarded as inferiors, pro
vided by God to work for the white baas.

But the people of these countries have one thing in com~

mono They hate apartheid-they know it all too well, from
first hand experience. They will fight to the last man against
incorporation by the Republic. When the people of Lesotho
had a chance to vote they turned their backs on Vorster's pal
Leabua Jonathan. 'Sir Seretse Khama, President of Bots
wana, is building a road to join up with Zambia, so that his
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country will not be so dependent economically on the
Republic. And in spite of the bullying threats of Vorster, who
is trying to stop it, Botswana is going ahead with that road.

When it comes to the showdown we know that the whole
population of these countries are on our side. They can
never be free or independent while white supremacy rules in
Pretoria-and they know it.

UP NORTH

The people of all the independent states of Africa hate
apartheid and white domination in South Africa.

The only African state which openly supports or has dealings
with the Pretoria clique is that of Dr. Banda in Malawi.
Everybody knows that this little tinpot dictator is bribed by
the Rand millionaires. Even his own people do not agree
with him. They know all too well the hardships and ruthless
ness of white domination in our country. Hundreds of thou
sands of them have come and still come to work on the
mines-they know wh~t it is like.

Most free African states have taken a firm stand against
white minority rule.

Naturally the whole idea and practice of 'white superio
rity' is deeply offensive to African nations who have, in the
past few years, managed to throw orr foreign domin.ation and
are determined to show their people and the world that
Africans can govern themselves far better than any other
nations could govern them. Apartheid is intolerable to any
self-respecting African patriot.

The people of African states are deeply concerned with
the sufferings and indignities of their brothers and sisters in
Southern Africa. They long to see the ending of white
domination south of the Zambesi and Limpopo rivers. But
this is not the only reason why they are greatly concerned
with events in our country.
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A THREAT TO AFRICA

What has independence meant to the countries of Africa?
Many people are disappointed because they have not made
more rapid progress over the past tcn years. It is true that
many African slates have failed tb follow up formal inde
pendence by truly breaking free from colonialism. The West
European and United States capitalists still have a dominat
ing influence in their economic life-they own their. banks,
mines, and big businesses.

Many of the bctler--off sections of the Africans-shop
keepers, big farmers and some members of governmcnts
care little for the lot of the masses on the land. They care
only 10 enrich themselves, and arc prepared to become
partners with the· imperia lists in exploiting their fellow·coun
trymen. Imperialism still has a powerful footing in most
African countries. It uses its innuence to hold back progress.
It bribes and intrigues and backs up reactionary coups and
anti-African elements.

But no African wants to go back to the dark days of
colonialism.

The people of these countries have gained their inde
pendence after many years of injustice, backwardness and
humiliation under foreign rule. They do not wish to lose
these things now. They must aim at strengthening their
independence, developing the wealth of the country to get
higher standards of living, and ensuring that their people en
joy a good education, health and security. Most of them wam
to march forward to a free, socialist Africa.

The fascist Republic of South Africa and its imperialist
allies threaten all these goals. They are against socialism and
want to strengthen capitalism. South African imperialism
wants to extend its power northwards. They want to lay their
hands on the treasures of all Africa, to return the continent
to the hell of colonialism, 10· keep all Africans poor, back-
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ward, objects of cheap labour as they are in the l{epubJic It
silf.

No African state that values its independence can ignore
this danger. The Republic has a more highly developed in
dustry (developed largely by African labour!) a bigger and'
better equipped army, a more powerful slate machine than
any state South of the Sahara.

Already the Republic is using its big military build-up in
the stolen territory, the Caprivi Strip of Namibia, to make
bullying threats against Botswana and Zambia. It is using the
satellite Banda to make threats and territorial claims against
Tanzania and Zambia.

There are many reasons why all African countries
should unite. But even if there were no reason, they are
urgently called on to unite against the threat of aggression
from the South.

The African states are beginning more clearly to recognise
this threat. They are calling upon the United Nations to
bring in stronger steps to stop the imperialist countries sell-
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ing arms to South Africa. Many of them have threatened to
leave the British Commonwealth if the Conservatives resume
the sale of arms to South Africa.

They are right to do so. Each AfriClin state has a solemn
duty to its people and its neighoours to be on guard against
South African penetration and aggression; to build up its se
curity an~ defences, to givl positive and increasing aid to
South Afncan freedom fighters.

We South Africans also have a duty. We must build up our
own strength and resistance, and prepare for revolution. We
must solemnly warn the white fascist government that any
step against an African state, whether it be little Lesotho, or
Zambia or Tanzania, will not be tolerated by the people of
South Africa.

THE REST OF THE WORLD

It: is not only the African states which are deeply concern
ed with the future of our country. The whole of Asia is con
cerned.

The ideology and practice of apartheid are an intolerable
insult to all dark-skjnned persons, whether in Africa, Asia or
the Americas. It is intolerable to the great and proud nation
of India, 500 million strong, and to the People's Republic of
OIina, with 700 million people, that hundreds of thouS2nds
of men and women oom and bred in South Africa are de
prived of every human right merely because their forefathers
came from their countries.

Apartheid is an outrage to the laoour, democratic and
Christian principles in Western Europe and North America.
Even though their governments and their rich capitalist
investors find it profitable to do business with apartheid and
help Vorster with money and weapons, the masses of
ordinary working people in these countries do not agree with
these practices.
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That is why, one oy one, white South African teams are
being thrown out of every international sporting contest,
whether it is the Olympic Games or a cricket tour of
England.

That is why next year, 1971, has been set aside by the
United Nations General Assembly as a year of protest
against racialism everywhere-with the spotlight on apart
heid South Africa, the worst example of the lot.

That is why in Britain, France and many other countries a
storm of protest is gathering against the supply of arms to
Vorster, against emigration of skilled white workers to the
Republic to take the bread out of the mouths of our dark
skinned workers who are fully capable of being trained to do
these jobs.

While we are considering this question, we must also turn
our attention to the world Communist movement, and to the
hundreds of millions of people-Qne third of the human
race-who live in countries governed by Communist Parties.

WHA T ABOUT COMMUNISM?

Th"e Nationalist Party and its government is most afraid of
Communism. They have passed all sorts of laws to 'stop' the
ideas of Communism being known and to punish those who
uphold these ideas.

They say that Communism is a very bad thing and a
danger to the country.

The very fact that these things are said by Vorster and his
government makes it hard for any sensible person to believe
them. For these men are notorious and habitual liars. They
tell the world that apartheid is a good thing, that the "Bantu"
are very happy here. that South Africa is a democratic coun
try. Everybody knows this is all lies. How can apartheid be
good, when it leads to untold suffering and humiliation for
all dark~skinned people? How can Africans be "happy"
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when their land is stolen, when they are confined to menial
and dangerous jobs at starvation wages, when they have no
vote or say in the laws of the land? Why should we believe
these liars when they say that Communism is bad? Rather we
would think that if Communism is bad for Vorster and his
racialist government and his bullying police thugs, it must be
good for us!

Let us look at the facts.
We know that very many of the South African

Communists are in prison today, not for committing any
crimes but because they spoke out and stood up for the
rights of the people, against pass laws and Bantu education,
for land, votes and freedom for all.

We know that Soviet Russia and other oountries governed
by Co:nmunists have always demanded the rights of
Africans, condemned apartheid, and in deeds as well as
words supported and armed our freedom fighters.

In Britian, France, America and all over the world it is the
Communists who are the strongest supporters of the Anti
apartheid movements, fighting for boycotts of the Nationalist
government and all-white sports teams, opposing the sale of
arms and other forms of support for white domination in
South Africa, Namibia (South West Africa) and Rhodesia.

The Communists everywhere fight against apartheid and
every other sort of racialist ideas and practices because the
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basic ideas of Marx and Lenin are internationalist. That is
why these ideas are so hated and feared by the white

racialists of Southern Africa. That is why, in every part of the
world from Vietnam in the East to Cuba in the Americas,
from Egypt to South Africa, the' Communists are the fore
most in qpposing imperialism and colonialism.

THE SOCIALIST WA Y OF LIFE

The Communists are the foremost fighters for a new way
of life-socialism. The way we live now is called capitalism.
The workers are at the mercy of a few rich men who own the
mines, the factories, the land and other means of production.
The bosses make them work as much as possible for as little
money as possible. In most countries the workers (in South
Africa this does not of course apply to Africans) are allowed
to form trade unions which help to get better pay and con·
ditions. But even then, the higher wages are quickly swallow
ed up by higher prices!

The bosses get rich out of the labour of the workers. This
is what we call exploitation. Their profits are really unpaid
labour; because the amount we get in wages only covers a
small part of the time we work.

The only way to stop this state of semi-slavery is to put an
end to private ownership of the means of production. No
man should own the factories, mines, banks and so on. They
should belong to everybody. That is what we mean by
socialism.

This idea is easy for Africans, in particular, to understand.
For generations the main means of production in Africa-the
land~was not owned privately. The land did not belong to
the Chief: it belonged to the people as a whole.

Marx, Engels, Lenin and other great men saw that it was
not only terribly unjust but also wastefui and harmful to
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allow a handful of rich parasites to run the business of the
country. They pointed out that they did not only run the
businesses, but also because of their power and the money
they were able to run the state as well, and to decide big
questions that should be decided by the people: questions of
peace or war; questions of making the laws under which
people have to live.

Today it has been proved, in the Soviet Union and many
other European countries, in China and other Asian coun~

tries, in Cuba, an American country, that the ideas of Marx
and Lenin are not only just and human, but also that social
ism wo~ks better than capitalism. Today one human being
out of every three lives in a socialist society where there are
no extremes of poverty and wealth, where there is no
unemployment or illiteracy, where every boy and girl has an
equal chance to get a good education and enter any trade,
profession or occupation.

Socialism is good for the people-the workers and poor
people on the land; for the teachers ahd other professional
people; for nearly everybody. But of course it is very bad for
the rich who want to live in idleness on other people's work.
They will lose their power and their- privileges, and have to
work for their living like everyone else. That is why they
hate socialism, and its foremost advocates, the Communists.
That is why they tell lies about these things. As they own the
newspapers and the radio stations and other means of in~

formation, they can spread their lies widely, and many
people believe them. But you cannot deceive the people for
ever.

Look at South Africa today.
If you would believe the newspapers and the radio you

would think that we live in a very rich and happy land.
. But we who live in it know that it is a land of suffering and

starvation. It can only be ruled by force and terror. It is a
land where there are more prisoners in jail per head of the
population than any other. More than half of all the people
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who were executed in the world last year were killed in our
country. Yet ours is only a small fraction of the world
population. That is your 'happy South Africa.'

PROSPERITY-FOR WHOM?
The fascist government and its friends abroad talk about

the "wave of prosperity" in South Africa. Prosperity-for
whom?

Certainly it is true that more goods are being produced in
this country than ever before. Some people are getting very
rich. Fortunes are being made.

The big businessmen, financiers, mine owners and farmers
have accumulated great wealth. So have the foreign firms
which have invested in this country.

Even the white workers have benefitted from the boom.
They have been given a monopoly of skilled jobs, and they
use this monopoly to hold out for higher wages.

But the masses of non-whites, above all the Africans, have
not benefitted at all from the so-called "prosperity". In many
ways their position has steadily got worse and worse. Prices
have gone higher and higher, but not wages.

Look at the gold mines. It has been worked out that
taking the fall in the value of money (that is, the steady rise
of prices) an African miner gets less today than he did fifty
years ago, in 1911!

The gap between the wages of white workers and those of
Africans is getting bigger and bigger. On We~t Driefontein,
the biggest mine in the country, each white miner averaged
R4250 a year; each African R280-just about one.-eigh
teenth. Taking the country as a whole African income
averages R 140 per year; whites R2, IOO-fifteen times as
much.

Africans in the big towns are relatively better off than those
in the dorps, the platteland and the reserves. Yet even in
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Johannesburg the City Council is forced to admit that nearly
70 per cent of African families are living below the official
'bread line' of R53.2 per month.

In other words in the middle of all this so-called "pros~

perity" our people are starving. It is not prosperity at all. It is
merely that more and more profit is being squeezed out of
cheap non-white labour.

How can the African workers improve their wages?
We are not allowed to form legal trade unions. The

Government has openly said it is out to smash the African
trade union movement; and bannings and restrictions have"
forced the S.A. Congress of Trade Unions-the best trade
union movement this country ever had-for the time being
to stop organising openly. For every trade union organiser or
official is immediately banned or deported.

All strikes are illegal, and we have seen how when the
Durban dockers bravely went on strike to get an increase on
their miserable pay, thousands of them were deported out of
the town.

Still they did strike. And certainly the workers, even under
these conditions of illegality, must and will find ways and
means to unite and organise to enforce their demands.

More and more Africans have come into urban and
factory jobs over the past ten years; today they are the big
majority of workers in every industry. They outnumber
whites in industry by six to one.

Without African labour the work of the country will come
to a stop. That is a weapon which the African workers can
and must use to get better pay and conditions of work.

We demand the right to form trade unions openly, like
workers everywhere else. Until we win that right we shall
organise secretly, because we know that any worker who
organises openly will be victimised by the bosses and the
police. We shall form committees, working at first in a few
factories and then spreading to cover whole industries and
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the whole country. If we all unite together there is nothmg
the bosses or the government can do to stop us.

But above all, African workers must realise that we shall
never get decent conditions until we do away with the white
monopolies of votes, of jobs, of power. A government elected
by whites will never give us skilled jobs, decent wages and
trade unions rights and recognition. There is only one way,
in the end, to win these things: by revolution: by fighting for
a free South Africa, without colour bars; jobs, land, votes and
equality of rights and opportunities.

The aim of the workers, eventually, is socialism. The
mines, factories, banks, land and big business must be in the
hands of the people. They must be owned and run by a state
in which the majority-the working people of town and
country-hold power.

Today, the main task of the working class is to abolish the
white monopoly of power, to carry out the national democra~
tic revolution for the liberation of African and other oppres
sed people.

The workers are not alone in this fight. This revolution
serves the interests of all oppressed people, those on the
farms and in the reserves, the Africans, the Indians, the
Coloured people and even progressive sections among the
whftes. It fights under the banner of the united front~rep
resented by the African National Congress and its allies,
which is supported by the workers' Party-the Communist
Party.

But our workers have a special and most important part to
pla¥ in this fight. They are those who own nothing except
their labour power. They have no interest at all in keeping
things as they are. Their conditions of work have taught
them the lessons of working~together,of discipline and orga
nisation. The whole country-its goods' and transport, its
daily life---depends on the workers. It is up to them to playa
special role in our revolution, to be ever to the fore, the most
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aCl~ve and clear-sighted, in ~elping lhe people to org~nise, to
resist. to fight back and to Win freedom.

Closest to the workers or the lowns are the masses in the
countryside.

ON THE LAND

Africans living and working on the land-whether as agri
cultural labourers on white-owned farms, or in lhe so-called
"homelands"-have the hardest and mosl miserable lot of
any people in this country.

From 1948 to 1968 mealie production on "while farms"
wenl up from 30 to 100 million bags. Of course all this work
was done by Africans-you hardly see a white man on lhe
farms these days. But the absentee white farmer took all the
profits, and the pay of the labourer remained as miserable as
ever.

What about the reserves? (Bantu homelands" as the
Government like to call them, though everyone knows the
Africans' Homeland is the whole of South Africa!)

Here maize and corn production have actually gone down,
as a result of overcrowding and lack of land. The people and
their cattle as well are literally starving.

What about the jobs the Government promised the people
if they accepted their lying Bantu Authorities plan? There
are no jobs.

There is no "self-government". The Transkei "Parlia
ment" is just a bad joke. Everyone knows that Matanzima
can do nothing without the permission of the Bantu Affairs
department. He is just a rubber-stamp for the white Govern
ment in Pretoria. The government wants to ensure that the
t."hiefs are no longer the mouthpieces and leaders of their
people. It wants to make them just B.A.D. officials with
black Skins-working for "boy's" wages
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What are the people on the platteland going to do about
it?

They know today, from bitter experience, that they will
get nothing from the white man's Parliament by begging and
praying.

The only way is to unite and fight back for land and free·
dom.

The first step is organisation. On the white farms and in
the "Bantustans" the farmworkers must begin to form labour
er's unions and other organisations. They must demand
better pay and food, more land, more rights.

Of course we know that police spies, informers and
stooges are to be found everywhere. That is why the forma·
tion of organisations must be careful and skilful.

But what is sure is that once militant organisation begins,
the people will respond. They wiJl find their own ways of uni
ting in each area.What is important is to break the silence of
the past ten years. Government terror succeeded for a time
in stining the people's protests. Emergency laws, victimisa
tion and bannings of all known and tried leaders gagged the
people. The Government was able to boast that everything is
quiet; the people are very happy and contented. But they
are not happy or contented. The 1970's are going to show
they are angry and militant; ready for revolution.

UNITY FOR FREEDOM
For very many years the ruling class in South Africa tried

hard to divide the forces of the oppressed people of South
Africa. They tried to get the Zulu, Sotho, Xhosa, Tswana and
other African groups fighting among themselves. They tried
to set Africans against Indians and Coloured people.

This policy was defeated, especially during the forties and
fifties by the African National Congress, which first of all
united all Africans and then formed an alliance with the
Indian Congress, the Coloured People's Congress, the prog-
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ressive whites of the Congress of Democrats, and with the
non-racial Congress of Trade Unions-a united front against
the common enemy: apartheid and white minority rule.

The answer of the police state was to answer reason with
force. They banned the ANC and the COD, and they perse
cuted the other organisations of the Alliance by banning and
silencing each of their leaders until these bodies were tempo-·
rarily silenced.

,?ut what they could not do by force or in any other way
was to destroy the spirit of unity in the common struggle
which had been built up in so many years of hard work and
sacrifice.

The Coloured people bave refused to follow those stooge
leaders who tell them they are merely an appendage of the
dominant white group. They are a national group of their
own, witb strong ties with the oppressed African majority,
the leading force of the coming South African revolution for
complete democracy and national liberation for all South
Africans. Most Coloured voters boycotted last year's elec
tions for the phoney Coloured Representative Council; most
of those who did vote rejected the pro-apartheid stooges.
The Coloured people, especially the workers and trade
unionists and the revolutionary intellectuals, will find new
ways to build organisation and unity, to revive the crc
spirit, f and to form close links with their fellow-oppressed
non-whites, African and Indian.

The Indian people arc being hit ever harder by the mons
trous Group Areas Act. As a result of this law, Indians have
more and more come into tbe ranks of the working class, and
the unemployed. In spite of massive police intimidation, the
time has arrived when a new upsurge of militancy is showing
itself among the Indian community, whose best elements are
reaching out to take up the torch lit by Dr. Oadoo and Dr.
Naicker and others, the torch of militancy and unity with the
African masses in the common struggle for freedom.
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The women of our country, especially those subjected to
the double burden of oppression as Africans and as women,
have always been prominent in the great national liberation
struggles in our country. Today, with the extension of passes
to African women, and the terrible dirficulties of feeding
their families at such high prices and on such low incomes,
the need for womenfolk 10 be active and organised is greater
than ever before. That is why women must enrol as equals
and comrades in our fight for a truly free South Africa.

The youth and studeflls have shown time and again, espe
cially in the past few years, that they are worthy sons and
daughters of the great traditions of our people. Eyen in
the bush colleges, those glorified prisons, under the shadow
of bans and expulsions, students have raised the banner of
national liberation and freedom, and many white students in
the English-speaking universities have had the courage and
democratic spirit to demonstrate for the rights of the oppre
ssed majority. We may look with confidence to the youth, the
builders of the new, free South Africa, to uphold the aims of
our national democratic revolution, enshrined in the Free·
dom Charter, and to sacrifice and fight, if need be, to die, for
the cause of liberation.

THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
The greate.c;1 organisation of the South African democratic

revolution is the African Nalional Congress. undisputed
leader of the African majority of our population. From 1912
until 1960, when it was banned by the Nationalist Party
government, the A.N.C. openly organised the ATrican people
to unite and struggle for their rights. Thousands of ANC
members have been arrested, some murdered, many tortured
and banned. Many of its famous leaders like Nelson
Mandela, Walter Sisulu and Govan Mbeki are serving life
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and other long jail sentences, others like Oliver Tambo, J. B.
Marks and Moses Kotane have been sent into exile to con
tinue the work from outside the country.

Verwoerd and Vorster hoped that the banning would be
the end of the ANC. They boasted the ANC was dead. But
every year has seen new trials of ANC leaders. Every year
has seen fresh A C demonstrations, leaflets spread among
the people and other forms of activity.

The spirit and the policy of the A C are known and loved
by our people. Its Programme, the Freedom Charter,
remains the programme of all freedom-loving South Africans.
The black-green-gold of Congress, our Congress national
anlhem Nkosi Sikalel' iAfrika these are things which our
people have not forgotten and will never forge I.

Although it is banned and illegal, the ANC remains the
core and the heart of the liberation movement in South
Africa; all over our country Congress people are patiently,
though necessarily at this stage secretly working to bring
nearer the day of liberation from tyranny.

FIGHTING WITH ARMS

Everyone knows that patiently for many years the Congress
movement tried by peaceful demonstrations, protests and
strikes to bring about a change for the better in the 101 of the
people. They failed for one reason only: every request, every
protest was mel by the white government with force and vio
lence, by more severe oppression, un Iii in the end, throwing
even the pretence of democracy and legality overbonrd, they
banned the ANC and relied entirely on brute force to subject
the masses.

Faced with this situation, the liberation movement decided
that a force of the oppressed people should be built up to
meet violence with violence, a force able to lead the masses
in armed struggle for their freedom. ThaI force was named:
Umkhonto we Sizwe. It announced its birth with planned acts
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of sabotage in many centres on Dingane's Day: December
16,1961.

Plans were made to recruit dedicated young men and send
them out of the country for military training. For the first time
since the days of the old impis, the Africans of South Africa
have a military force at their disposal, armed not with assegais
but modern automatic firearms.

Already in alliance with the guerilla fighters of the
Zimbabwe African People's Union, the freedom fighters of
Umkhonto have met the enemy in the field. They fought
with great courage and skill, inOicting heavy casualties on the
Smith and Vorster forces.

To build up, train, equip and maintain such a force was a
great achievement, carried out under extremely difficult and
dangerous conditions.

Of course we have suffered our casualties as well. Brave
young sons of Africa fell in the field under enemy attack. At
home, thousands have been captured, imprisoned for life like
Mandela, or killed like Mini and many another.

But we know that there can be no war without sacrifices
and victims. We have resolved to di.c in battle rather than
submit to slavery. That is why the people have started this
war of liberation, from which there will be no stepping back.
And because we are ready for anything, no matter how long
it takes or how heavy the cost, we shall win our freedom.

Let us make no mistake. The present bosses of South
Africa arc ruthless, greedy and violent. Thcy have shown
that they will not give up their evil teachings and practices of
racialism by picas and protests, eithcr from the people of this
country, or by the whole world. Thcre is only one language
they understand: force. And we shall not force them to
accept freedom and democracy until we can prove that we
are stronger, better organised and better fighters than they
are.

Yes, we have hundreds of millions of friends, all over the
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world. They are ready to support and help us get rid of white
minority rule.

But before they can help us, and in order to enable them
to help us, we must first of all learn and begin to FIGHT
FOR OURSELVES! No one will come from outside. For
twenty years now the United Nations have been plissing
strong resolutions against apartheid and racialism. The fas
cist government of the Nationalist Party ignores all of these
resolutions; today in 1970 our oppression is harsher than
ever before.

PEOPLE'S WAR
All the oppressed people long for freedom. But· some

doubt whether it can be won in our lifetime.
They look around them and they see that all the power, all

the money, all the weapons are in the hands of whites. Our
respected leaders, Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu, Bram
Fischer, Ahmed Kathrada, Elias Motsoaledi and many others
are in prison. Others have been sent out by their organi
sations to work in exile. The A.N.C. and the Communist
Party are underground, and meetings, demonstrations,
people's newspapers have been stopped for many years. Spies
and informers help the police trap anyone who dares to pro
test or speak of freedom.,

How can we, a people without arms, subjected to terror by
day and by night, hope to fight back and win?

Yes. It is true the enemy is powerful. They have the
armoured cars and the tanks, the planes and the command of
the roads and the railways.

But there is a way to fight; to beat the enemy. It is the Wf.y
of people's war.

The Vorster government jails, tortures, exiles and murders
our leaders not because it is strong and confident, but
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because in reality it is weak and afraid. It is afraid of the
people over whom it unjustly rules. who form the great
majority of South Africans.

We are stronger than the Government because the libera
tion movement commands the support of the great majority
of the people, while it is supported only by the white mino·
rity which is not fighting for rights or freedoms but only
greed and privilege. The moment they see they are on the
losing side they will desert the fascists.

One by one the advantages of the enemy will be over
come.

We have no weapons?
We shall take weapons from the enemy and make our own

weapons: petrol bombs, hand grenades, the simple weapons
of the freedom fighter.

We have only a handful of trained men at our disposal?
Those few will train thousands. Our skills in the art of war

will improve with experience.
We shall not aim (0 meet his troops head on, that is not

the way of the freedom fighter. We shall meet them by the
methods of guerilla war: Hit and run.

We shall hit him by surprise, when he least expects it.
When he looks for us we shall not be there.

In such a huge country as South Africa, our men will be
hard to find. By the time his planes arrive to bomb the
guerilla fighters, they will have melted into the countryside.
They will have merged into the people, to whom they belong
and of whom they are a part.

For the guerilla wears no uniform. His strength is that of
the people. Always and everywhere, our freedom fighters are
among the masses, voicing their demands and defending
them against the enemy, his soldiers and police.

Nothing the enemy does is secret, for everywhere the
people are watching him and reporting his movements to the
guerillas.
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This is not a war that is fOllghl on the battlefields onJ.¥. 11
is fought in the factories and an the Ilu'ld.

As the clashes grow in number and size, the workers will
refuse to work for the oppressor. They will strike and
sabotage his production of weapons and supplies. The people
of the countryside will become more militant and coura
geous. They will take themselves the land for which they
hunger, and arm their own freedom fighters to defend it.

The roads will be bombed and the railways destroyed; by
tbe people in the surrounding areas.

As the enemy's lines are extended, his strength will be
sapped.

Already white South African troops are being sent to Zim
babwe, to Mozambique, to Angola. They are patrolling our
long borders.

The higher rises the tide of struggle the more they will
be dispersed; the more our superiority of numbers will
assert itself.

This is how it has happened in other areas of people's war:
In Vietnam, in Algeria, in Mozambique, Angola and Guinea.

Time and space and numbers are on our side. Justice and
the outside world are on our side.

The difficulty is only one: to start.
That is the task that now faces the working people and

patriots of South Africa.

THE COMMUNIST PARTY CALLS ON YOU
Dear Comrades and fellow-South Africans, you who read this
message.

You know the Communist Party and its record.
It was founded in July 192 I, fifty years ago.
For fifty years our Party has never feared to fight In the

front ranks against colour bars and oppression, for better
wages, land, a new life of freedom for the people. Hundreds
of our best comrades, from Johannes Nkosi to Govan Mbeki,
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Ahmed Kathrada and Bram Fischer have given their lives
and liberty for the cause of the people.

This Party can never be killed by the enemy.
Today at this critical time, the Communist Party calls on

you. It calls on all South Africans who love their country and
who love freedom. We call upon the workers ,md the people
in the countryside. We call upon the African people, the
Coloured people, the Indians and the democratic elements
among the whites.

Let us build up Ollr people's organisations, in town and
country, in factories, mines and villages.

Let us unite for the fight 10 end the shame and suffering of
white minority rule headed by the Nazi Nationalist Party.

Let us resolve that the beginning of the seventies will put
an end to white South Africa and mark the beginning of People 's
South Africa, advancing towards socialism.

The armed groups of Umkhonto we Sizwe arc ready 10

enter the fight. But Ihey cannot fight alone.
The people must act!
They must build and support their illegal organisations,

the ANC, the trade unions and the Communist Party.
They must act militantly for higher wages, land and free-

dom.
They must arouse the spirit of resistance and defiance.
They must' arm themselves.
The war of national liberation is on and we must fight it to

the finish.
Victory or death!
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The 1970 Augmented Meeting of the Central Committee
of the South African Communist Party

REPORT &
DECISIONS

The 1970 Augmented Central Committee Meeting was an
important milestone in the history of the South African
Communist Party, which will celebrate its 50th Anniversary
in July 1971.

The last National Conference of the Party was held under
conditions of illegality in South Africa in 1962. Since then
several full Central Committee meetings had been held. A
regularly functioning and active Executive had been appoint
ed to direct and intensify the activities of the Party.

But the particularly difficult conditions facing our Party,
especially the widespread dispersion of our cadres, hitherto
made it impossible to convene a meeting sufficiently repre~

sentative in character, which could in the democratic
tradition of our Party, review the activities of the Executive,
assess the lessons of our successes and failures, and decide
the future policy and leadership of the Party.

Heavy blows had been struck by the fascist police at the
Party and other revolutionaries in the 'Rivonia', 'Fischer'
and other trials of the sixties, many members of the Party in
cluding leading cadres, suffering lifetime and other severe pri
son sentences. The Party's internal organisation had suffered
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serious setbacks; its cadres were widely scattered, some in
exile on Party duties, others serving in the national liberation
army: Umkhonto we Sizwe.

FORMIDAIJLE 7ASKS

Formidable tasks therefore faced the Augmented Meeting.
Following widespread discussion at all levels of the Party, the
Meeting-eomprising a majority of non-members of the
Executive, including a number of Party members who had
already participated in armed struggle-was called to review
comprehensive org<lnisational and political reports from the
Executive.

Far-reaching developments in South Africa, on the African
continent and in the international situation face the Party
with new problems and tasks. The hard ami dangerous work
of rebuilding the Party's organisational structure under
conditions of ferocious terror; the unfolding of the armed
struggle for the advance of the Soulh African revolution; the
mobilisation of the working class and rural masses, and the
various strata of oppressed people; the strengthening of the
national liberation movement headed by the African
National Congress; the unfolding of a broad people's alliance
in Southern Africa against the combined forces of South
African imperialism, Portuguese colonialism and the illegal
Smith regime-backed by international finance-capital; these
and related problems occupied the focus of the meeting's
deliberations.

In addition, the meeting reviewed and assessed the Party's
international policy. It endorsed the policy and activities of
the Executive in relation to the international Communist
movement, and decided lipan measures to strengthen our
activities in this field.

The meeting adopted a number of major policy decisions,
reflected in the resolutions. After re-electing the General
S2



Secretary and Chairman of the Party, it proceeded, by demo
cratic means, to appoint a new Executive. The success of this
Executive will depend on the effectiveness with which,
backed by the united membership of the Party, it implements
the decisions of the Augmented Central Committee Meeting.

TASKS OF THE PARTY

The main political resolution adopted by the meeting briefly
sums up the South African situation as follows:-

Economic, political and social developments in South
Africa confirm the analysis made in our Programme tltat
the objective conditions exist for a national democratic
revolution which will destroy South African imperialism.
win the national liberation of the African and other
oppressed peoples, and bring about profound democratic
changes in line with the demands of the Freedom Charter.
The economic growth which has taken place and which
has raised living standards among the privileged white
minority, has been achieved at the cost of the continued
exploitation and impoverishment of the masses. It has
intensified the decisive contradiction of South African
society: that is, between the imperialist monopolies and
the state of white domination on the one hand, and the
oppressed masses of nor*white toilers on the other.
The govemment is only able to maintain its rule by the
constantly increasinx terrorisation of the masses, a
pennanent state of emergency. a vast and growing army
and police force. the suppression of all radical opposition
and methods ofruthless despotism.
South African imperialism seeks to safeguard its strategic
positions by supporting oppressive regimes on its borders
economically and militarily; by direct and indirect inter
ventiotl in neighbouring state.,.; by trying to extend its
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economic influence mid eventually to ensure political and
military domination over its neighbours.
In this silllation the Party calls upon the working people oj
our COllntry a"d e.{pecially the workers and oppressed
African ,lIld non-white peoples. to unite their ranks, to
resist tyrannical white dominatiOIl ill every sphere and by
every means. and to work for the conquest of power by
the people.
Paying tribute to the heroism oj the fighting men of
Umkhollto we Sizwe, it pledges its unqualified support for
the liberation army in its aims to recmit alld train guerilla
fighters, 10 spread the area of guerilla war to Ihe heart of
the Republic.
Believing firmly that the buildi,,!? of Ollr Party as the
Marxist-Leninist vanguard of the working class is a vitally
importam contribution to Ihe victory in the common
.{tmggle, the meeting instmcts the CC 10 direct its main
efforts to the recollstmction of Ihe Party at home as an
organisation oj professional revolutionaries, closely in con
tact with the working class and peasallt,y and able 10 carry
on the propaganda and organisation of the Party in the
face ofpolice terror:

The resolution continues by detailing the main lines of
activity both legal and illegal which should be pursued by the
Party and the entire revolutionary movement in various
fields.

In accordance with the Party's Programme, which states
that the main content of the national democratic revolution
in South Africa is the national liberation of the African
people, the Party's central efforts will be devoted as in the
past to mobilising and uniting this majority of the population
as the most oppressed and revolutionary driving force. At the
same time, the resolution directs attention to the demands of
work among various class and national entities, in particular
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the workers and peasants, the t~o million Coloured people
and half-million Indians. the youth and women.

Other resolutions adopted by the Meeting were the
following:

INTERNA T10NAL POLICY

The stnt~/e for the liberation of South Africa is all
important and inseparable part of the world-wide fight
against imperialism being waged by the socialist countries,
the revolutionary working class and allied movements, and
by the oppressed peoples and their movements for
national freedom and independence.
Each advance of these allied movements helps our cause
and brings its victory closer; and so, too, our fight is of
value and importance to all working people and anti
imperialists.
It is the consistent policy of the Party to work for the
building offirmer ties of solidarity alld friendship between
all engaged in the common struggle, and in th'? first place
of the comradely links of working class internationalism
and common action among the vanguard detachments of
the stntggle: the Parties of the world Communist move
ment.
The Meeting endorses the general line of international
policy of the Central Committee and its activities in the
sphere of international relations. In particular it approves
the Party's mandate to its delegation at the international
meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties held in
Moscow in June /969, and our Party's action in signing
the documents of this Conference. It directs the CC to
work for the implementation of the policies contained in
these documents.
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AFRICA

The Meeting recognises and re-emphasises our Party's can·
sistent and vital concern with developments in the AJrican
continent as a whole. and in particular with the developing
anti~jmperialisl AJrican Revolution, to win democracy,
unity and rapid development towards socialism and
against capitalism and reaelion. In particular, the Meeting
emphasises the need to extend Marxist-Leninist ideas and
organisation all over the continent, Jt resolves to continue
and intensify the work fruitfully conducted by our journal
The African Communist for over ten years, and calls on all
members to support and build the journal.

PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE AGAINST "UNHOLY
ALLIANCE"

The Meeting recognises the fundamental unity oj the anti
imperialist struggle in Southem Africa as a whole. The
"Ur.holy Alliance" of Portuguese colonialism and the
white supremacy regimes of Zimbabwe, Namibia and
South Africa represents imperialism's strongest base in
Africa. The comerstone and dominant partner of this alli
ance is the fascist Republic of South Africa, an instroment
uf intemational imperialism and at the same time the
expression ofaggressive, expansionist South African mono
poly capitalism, which strive' to extend and perpetuate
neo-colonialistdom inationoverLesotho. SwazilandandBots
wana. threatens Zambia and Tanzania, and ultimately the
independence of all African countries, and the peace and
security ofour continent and the world.
The interlocking interests and co-ordinated political.
strategic and economic plans--exemplified in the Cabora
Bassa scheme-face the peoples of SOli them Africa willi a
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common enemy aiming to perpetuate and extend
imperialism and white supremacy,
Our peoples of Southern Africa and their liberation move
ments-the ANC, ZAPU, SWAPO, MPLA, FRELIMO,
PAIGC-have an urgent need and duty to build close ties
of friendship and co-operation and to work towards a
revolutionary unity ofanti-l:mperialist action.
The close revolutionary alliance of the oppressed peoples
of our area, enjoying the firm support of the independent
African states, the socialist countries, and all anti-imperia
listforces, will overthrow the colonialist and racist regimes,
It will root out the remaining centres of colonialism,
racialism and foreign domination in our continent, and
open up a new era for Afn'ca and for the world-wide fight
against imperialism, for freedom, peace and socialism.
Our Party will devote its fullest energies towards the
building of this revolutionary alliance.

NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES

To the fraternal people of the neighbouring countries and
their governments, the Party points out that our cause is a
common one against a common enemy: South African
imperialism. It calls upon them to render brotherly sup
port to the South African freedom fighters, and to
strengthen their own resistance, vigilance and prepared
ness, including military preparedness, against the enemy
and his plans for penetration, espionage. sabotage and ulti
mately intervention and conquest.
We call for the unflinching support of the South African
1V0rking people to the struggles of the neighbouring coun
tries and their peoples to maintain and extend their
independence.
We reiterate our unqualified demand for independence
and selj-detennination for Namibia.



The Party expresses its most vigorous condemnation of
the traitor Jonathan, the tool oj South AJrican imperialism
and of the most reactionary forces in Lesotho. It calls for a
widespread "Hands oJJ Lesotho" campaign to be launched
in South AJrica and abroad. It hails the courage and
patriotism, oj the Lesotho guerillas who need the whole
hearted support oj the revolutionaries ojSouth AJrica.
We consider the building oj the Botswana-Zambia road to
be an essential step towards the breaking away oj Bots
wana Jrom the economic clutches and political pressures
oj the Republic. The people ojSouth AJrica indignantly re
ject any bullying intervention by the Jascist government oj
SA. to prevent the building of this road. We call upon the
people and govemment oj Botswana to resist such inter
vention by all means, and pledge the fullest support of the
oppressed people oj our country Jor such resistance.
The Meetinl: directs the Central committee to work
sy'tematically to establish friendly relations with the
brother peoples, the progressive leaders and the anti-apart
heid governments oj neighbouring territories.

ARAB COUNTRIES

The Meeting expresses its Jull support for the struggle oj
the fraternal Egyptian and other Arab nations against
Israeli aggression. backed by U.S. imperialism. It demands
the immediate withdrawal oj all Israeli Jorces to the 1967
Jrontiers and the implementation oj the Security Council
resolution. It expresses Jull solidarity with the just stmggle
oj the Arab peoples against aggression with the support oj
the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, and up
holds the stmggle of the Arab Palestinians to secure their
legitimate tights,
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THE WAR IN CAMBODIA

71'e Meeting angrily condemns the flagrant aggression
launched by the Nixon administration against Cambodia,
designed to support the C1A-engineered coup of Lon Not
and impose his reactionary puppet regime all the people.
It regards this action as a further escalation of the U.S.
lVor against Vietnam and an attempt to colonise the whole
of Indo-China.
We express our warm solidarity with the fighting peoples
of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.

VIETNAMESE WORKERS' PARTY

The Augmented Meeting of the Central Committee of the
South African Communist Party places on record its
profound appreciation oj the unforgettable example given
to the workers and oppressed peoples oj the whole world
by our beloved comrade Ho Chi Minh and the Vietnamese
Working People's Party.
By holding the fort against the most barbaric invasion of
the most powerful imperialist power, your Party and your,
people have demonstrated for all oppressed peoples every
where the truth of the idea of Marx and Lenin that the
people are invincible.
Down with U.S. and international imperialism!
Long live free, united Vietrlam!

HEROES OFOUR STIIUGGLE

Our Party pays tribute to the undying memory of those of
our members who, side by side with their comrades of the
"ationa/liberation movement, have fallen on the fields of
battle or in the torture chambers and on the gallows of the

.fascist murderers.
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From this Meeting we send our 'varm comradely greetings
to the member... oj our Central Comnl/ltee and all others
who are serving sentences in IJrison.
We pledge ourselves to 'vork witll redoubled devotion to
hasten the day oj liberation, to avenge the Jallen heroes oj
our stmggle and bring to justice the murderers and tor
turers.

THE PARTY PROGUAMME

The Meeting directs the CC to inaugurate a broad discus
sion within the Party with a view to producing a new dow.
ment which will supplement and. where necessary, bring
up to dale the 1962 Programme oj the Party.

THE AUMEDSTlWGGLE

A good deal of the discussion at the Meeting was focussed
on the strategy and perspectives of armed struggle under
South African conditions, on the basis of a document on this
theme circulated by the executive and in the light of the com
bat experience alre'ady gained.

The Meeting adopted a resolution setting forth a number
of guidelines on this question, pointing out that the armed
struggle was not to be approached as a purely military
Cluestion. but that operations must be planned to arouse and
organise the masses. Any theory that localised operations of
fulltime guerillas would in itself generate revolution was
rejected; as also was the concept that organised armed
activity should await complete political mobilisation and
advanced nationwide organisation.

While the principal operations would be initiated in and
based on rural areas, armed activities in the towns were
indispensable 'corollary front'.
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Emphasis was laid on the character of the fighting force as
one of pOlitical cadres, subordinate to the political move~

ment, and based on conviction and commitment rather than
traditional bourgeois-type army discipline. Political and mili
tary leadership must be co-ordinaled and eventually
integrated.

ORGANISATION AND PROPAGANDA

The Augmented Central Committee Meeting also devoted
much of its attention to the complex and exacting problems
of organisation, propaganda and the maintenance of high
standards of conduct and discipline in the present testing
conditions. A series of practical decisions were taken on
these subjects, as well as on the stren'gthening of the
liberation alliance and the raising to a yet higher level the
unity of Communist and non-Communist fighters for national
liberation which. has characterised the development of the
movement in South Africa.

50,h ANNIVERSARY

The Meeting, noting that July 1971 will mark the half
centenary of the establishment of the Communist Party of
South Africa, initiated a number of measures to mark this
event and draw it to public attention in South Africa and
throughout the world.

For fifty years the Communists of the Southernmost area
of the African continent have upheld the revolutionary prin
ciples of Marxism-Leninism and applied them in practice to
the complex and exacting conditions facing the working
people of our r:ountry.
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The Augmented Meeti/lg oj the Central Committee testi
fied to the enduring validity oj those principles and to the
tenacity and vitality of our Party. Its decisions and the
resolute detBrmination to translate them into practice wil/lay
the basis Jor the advance and victory oj the South AJrican
revolution.
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5UDAN:The
revolutionary
task

J. GIRODOT

The May 1969 coup d'etat in the Sudan-there known as
the May 25 Revolution-was unique in Africa not only for
the power it gave to civilia~s at the moment of seizure of
power, but also because the civilian forces it installed in
government were of the Left.
Coups are known in Africa, Asia and Latin America
as a method of change that changes little. Coups are essen
tially palace or political establishment revolutions, rarely
social ones. They change the personnel of government; shift
balances in governments and between pOlitical parties;
arbitrate the claims of interest groups, whether in party or
army-but in general they make few substantive changes in
the class nature of political power and thus the direction and
control of the economy. A government brought to power by
putsch-a lightning action at the top in which the army plays
the principal role-tends generally to the right. This is be
caUse government brought to power by such a sudden armed
seizure-and not as the culmination and expression of a
mass upsurge-bases itself on the social institutions which
already exist: established economic interests, the bureau
cracy, the army. Ma~s-based political consciousness or
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organis<ltion, acquired In prolonged <lnd (htllcuJl revoJu~

tionary experience, creates its own institutions of st<lte power
and thus n distinct base for government committed to and
able to carry alit social change. This path to revolution is
quite distinct from that of the coup d'etat. In Africa this road
to revolution is already being t<lken a long way in the
Portuguese territories fighting for liberation by guerrill<l
warfare in prolonged peoples' war.

In the Sud<ln power W<lS seized from the top in a classic
coup d'et<lt action initiated by a group of young professional
army officers. In this sense the seizure of power was not un- .
like m<lny in Africa which have changed the personnel of
government but little else. Yet the Sudan has embarked
upon policies which could radic<llly transform it: a popular
revolution is not yet complete by any means but it has clearly
been initiated and is under way. This is seen not only in the
unprecedented offer of regional autonomy to the Southern
provinces as a solution to that national problem: but also in
the deliberate policy of breaking the power of the
reacti0l1<lry political parties, and the search for new forms
and institutions of democratic popular power; and the
attempts to formulate an economic strategy of development
which will break economic dependence. Clearly the potential
of a revolutionary change can in part be gauged by the nature
of the seizure of power and the forces that undertake it at
that moment; what is additionally necessary is a scrutiny and
an understanding of those forces allied with and released for
action by the armed group and, thus, of the new basis of
pOlitical power. Above all, one must ask: under what con
ditions can an army seizure of power build a social and
political base for social and economic change. As the army
alone, in lhe nature of professional armies, cannot do this,
which forces will it enlist in Ihe task?

There is in Africa a striking precedent of a coup d'etat be
coming a lever for social revolution. This is Egypt, where in
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1952 a Free Officer Movement-that was to serve as a
major inspiration to a similarly named officer group in the
Sudan-unseated a corrupt monarchy and palace govern
ment. Though it did not start off with a well articulated
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policy of social change (this was provoked by events like
Suez and the United States squeeze on the Aswan dam and so
on) nevertheless it did substantially change the base of
power in Egypt.

But over the years the extent of this social change has
more and more been limited by the fact that although the
power of the landed aristocracy and big bourgeoisie was bro
ken, it has been replaced by a state apparatus dominated by
the military and its allies, essentially middle class, in the
administration. This group has not only amassed special rates
of salary and privilege but is also exploiting opportunities for
private capital accumulation and thus exercising its own
controls on the development of social change. Steps forward
have come as a decision of the state machine from above,
with the power of the popular masses not only not institu
tionalised, but with these masses still at a considerable dis
tance from the political power of decisions, despite the
existence of the Arab Socialist Union (A.S.U.). In Egypt the
emergence of this new military bureaucratic bourgeoisie,
especially its power in the army, was almost fatal at the time
of the June war, in the plot headed by Field Marshal Amer.
It was after this crisis that the ASU was re~structured and
characterised as the socialist vanguard and that the definition
of peasant was changed to make the poor peasant by
definition the social base of the political movement.

But the definition of those classes in whose interests the
revolution is to be waged, though important, cannot be
decisive; this depends on the activatio1l of those classes in
whose interests the change is to be, and without whose
action and leading role there can be no lasting change.
Because it is doubtful whether Egypt has yet resolved this
problem---despitc the May 30 Declaration-and especially
bearing in mind its policy of, earlier, repression or, latterly,
strict curbing of the Communist Left, (1) one might well say
that the success of the Sudanese revolution will in large mea
sure depend on the extent to which it.has learned from Egypt's
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experiences. This is not to disparage all aspects of the
Egyptian achievement seen over the span of two decades
only to absorb the lessons of its history. It is also not to
equate the two situation of Egypt and the Sudan for they are
vastly different, not perhaps in the nature of the initial
seizures of power in 1952 in Egypt and May 1969 in the
Sudan, but certainly in their class and social structure, in
historical background, in political experience. The use of the
one example is only to highlight in the most general terms
the differences and dangers in the other, for any real under
standing of the unfolding and the potential of the Sudanese
change must lie in a detailed examination of that specific
situation.

THE SOUTHERN PROBLEM

The Sudan achieved independence in 1956. As everywhere
in Africa there were certain legacies of colonial rule which
distorted independence developments. One was the division
between North and South. The South was separately admini~

stered, and closed to Northerners, and Southerners had .been
indoctrinated to believe that their future did not lie with the
Arab North. For years the British colonial plan had been to
join the three Southern provinces with Kenya and Uganda;
this plan was reversed only in 1946. The southern provinces,
in which just under one-third of the total population of 14
million of the Sudan now live, were grossly under~developed

even by comparison with the likewise under-developed
North. After half a century of colonial administration the
South by independence had only one secondary school, a
handful of secondary schoolleavers, five university graduates
(educated in the North), a few junior administrative officers;
no industry, trade, or doctors, engineers, or agriculturists.
The Southern market fell to Northern traders and Southern
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labour was cheapest in the Northern labour market where
Southerners went in their thousands to seek work, for there
were no employment openings in the South. When
independence came business was in the hands of
Northerners and the state apparatus and politics of the new
state were dominated by Northerners.

Politics during independence was in the hands of two main
parties, each identified with a major religious sect or tariqa.
The rivalry was deeply rooted in history but had been skil
fully manipulated by the colonial administration. On the C"ne
hand there was the Umma Party, built on the House of the
Mahdi and the allegiance of the Ansar sect (and the private
army of the Ansar); and on the other the National Unionist
Party (which later joined with the Peoples' Democratic Party
to form the Democratic Unionist Party) which' was based on
the allegiance of the Khatmiyya sect. In the years before
independence the political party leaderships and their sup
porters had begun to acquire solidifying economic interests.
The Umma Party leadership was drawn from the tribal heads
of the Ansar mostly in the west of the Sudan, and from the
private stales of the White Nile where a class of landed pro~

prietor~ had grown on whose colton estates the peasants were
bonded' in semi~feudal relationships to the big proprietors.
The Umma Party was thus in combination the government 9f
this part of the countryside (for the tribal heads had been
drawn into the indirect rule system as tax collector and local
administrator), and at the same time, religious head and
landed proprietor. In the years when the coveted pump
scheme licences for the supply of water in the cotton-grow
ing areas were due to expire, the Umma Party leadership
issued a call for compensation-which was supported by
World Bank advisers-which would have given this landed
class the capital resources with which to invade commerce
and the modern sector of the economy.

The National Unionist Party and its supporting sect the
Khatmiyya drew its following principally from the Northern
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Provinces and Kassala, among commUnities which tlrsl as
settled farmers, then as village and later town traders, were
the first to become integrated in the modern sector of the
economy. With independence the NUP leadership became
increasingly representative of an expanding commercial
group that was growing in the shadow of foreign investment.

Independence politics in the hands of these parties was
a tortuous round of governments and coalitions rising and fali
ing as the principal parties used expediency and manoeuvre
to capture office. In office their politics had little to
distinguish one party from the other. Both parties used state
power ana state resources in much the same way: to enrich a
small group of privileged; and the religious allegiance held
by each party helped to mystify the process to the masses.

THE WORKING CLASS

Side by side with these politics of manipulation was growing
the Sudan's working class and the trade union movement.
The trade union movement was from its beginnings militant
and pOlitically-orientated. The Communist Party, founded
in 1946, exerted a profound influence not only on the unions
and the working class, but also on the students and the
revolutionary intelligentsia, for the Sudan perhaps alone of
African countries has a left-inclined and organised body of in
tellectuals, ranging from students to professional men, which
has played a decisive part in mass revolutionary politics in all
decisive episodes of the Sudan's political history. (2). There
is another distinct stream of revolutionary action in the
Sudan and this is in the forces of the cotton-growers and
their union on the Gezira cotton scheme. These are small
tenant-farmers but they are organised in a huge rural aggre
gate of production, and because Gezira is state-owned and cot
ton proceeds are shared between government and tenants,
the tenants' economic demands naturally take the form of
direct confrontation with government, this has made the
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Gezira Tenants' Union a trade union of workers on the land
but also a political action group.

In 1958 the rounds of political crisis between the parties
was interrupted by a coup d'etat staged by the army
commander General Abboud. This was the period of the
United States push in the Middle. East and Africa for support
of the Eisenhower Doctrine, and in the Sudan there was
fierce opposition to the acceptance of United States aid in
return for political allegiance to this Plan. Strikes and the
fonnation of joint action committees signified a strong swing
to the Left in extra-p~r1iamentary politics. A shaky political
coalition was swept aside by the entry of the army and there
began six years of strong-arm government during which the
Communist Party and the trade unions were the principal vic
tims of repression. This was a period of large export credits
from Britain, of United States loans and World Bank financ
ing, and a field day for the growing class of businessmen and
contractors, agents and middlemen which thrived on the pro
jects of foreign states and foreign firms. But it was also a
period of growing public debt and, too, of the deepening of
the crisis in the South which had by now reached the stage of
open rebellion.

In 1955, on the eve of independence, there had been a
mutiny of the Southern troops in the army's Equatoria
Corps. The mutiny was precipitated by the Northern mono
polisation of civil service and army jobs and promotion; and
its outbreak w~s answered by stern government repression.
This was intensified during the years of rule by the military
junta during which there were attempts, among other
measures, to impose the Moslem religion. Southerners
started political organisations in exile and a guerilla move
ment, the Anyanya. By 1964 this movement was extensive in
the South and its programme was secession.
The war in the South was draining an already over-burdened
treasury, and it was also a deep source of grievance inside
the army with the men in the field bitter against an
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Incompetent and corrupt command. It was the Southern cri
sis which finally brought opposition to the military junta to a
head. The South needed a political, not a military, solution,
it was argued. When a-student protest against'the conduct of
the war was shot down in police fire in Khartoum, mass pro
tests in the capital and the other towns of the Sudan as well
as on the Gezira, accelerated to a general strike. Two weeks
after the shooting the junta· had f~llen.

It is important to identify the forces responsible for the
toppling of the military government, for there is a continuous
political thread running between these forces and those that
subsequently made the 1969 coup d'etat and came to govern
ment then. Simultaneously with the spread of political pro
test in the streets and the general strike, and the great proces
sions headed by the organisations of the intellectuals, like the
lawyers and the university teachers as well as the students
(these bodies were organised in the Professionals' Front to
gether with the trade unions and the Gezira tenants) there
had been a crisis in the officer corps of the army. The junior
officers of the independence generation of 1956 and ensuing
years identified with the Trade Unions, the Commuhist Party
and other formations of the Left. The Free Officer Move
ment itself dates back to the years immediately after
independence and at this crucial moment of political upsurge
a split in the officer corps precipitated by the political align
ment of the young officers with the forces behind the general
strike undermined the junta from within. This partnership,
between young radical officers in the army, and the
organised force of the Left was decisive in 1964.

But events immediately after the collapse of the Abboud'
junta caused the young officers, rather than remain as armed
caretakers of a government of radical forces, to withdraw
from the political arena and return to barracks. The October
government that followed (the insurrection that toppled the
junta had been in October) was thus an amalgam of the
civilian radical forces minus their counterparts in the junior
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officer corps together with the rightwing political parties that
had revived after the defeat of the junta, and together with
the Moslem Brotherhood which in the years during which
the political parties were banned had functioned freely in the
schools and among the students and had built a base of sup
port there. Inside the October government the Left forces
pressed for legislative reform and a new electoral formula
that would weight political power in favour of the towns and
against the countryside which was in the tight control of the
parties and the sects whose policies had paved the way for
the military takeover. But when the armed Ansar of the
Ummar Party laid siege to the capital to demand the resig
nation of the government, the October Cabinet fell. With its
going went also an attempt to negotiate a solution of the
Southern crisis. From 1964 to 1969 the Sudan was once
again ruled by rightwing parties, and the country faced new
rounds of political and economic crisis.

The greater part (82 per cent) of the Sudan's population
lives by subsistence farming and has only a casual association
with the market. The 10 Year Plan produced in 1961 and
which formed the basis of economic policy of successive
governments would, if completed, have advanced a mere
300,000 from traditional to modern farming methods.
Government policy was consistently to strengthen the sector
of private ownership and to weaken the role of the state sec
tor. This attempt culminated in proposals, backed by the
World Bank, to shut down Gezira, the state-controlled
cotton-growing scheme. When it came to a new agricultural
scheme, based on an irrigation project round the Roseires
Dam, the World Bank insisted that government participation
be reduced to the letting of land and water resources to pri
vate owners. The development budget was almost totally
dependent on foreign loans and foreign conditions. Legis
lation on industrial investment and trading regulations gave
priority to foreign investors and trading interests.
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Meanwhile the Sudan's exchange reserves were ex
hausted, the balance of payments had reached an unpre
cedented low, the cost of living was soaring and the poor
were being made to carry the country's financial burdens
through heavy indirect taxing-all this while large sums wer~

exported as profits or wasted or expropriated by a small
corrupt group, and government showed itself incapable of
tackling immediate or long term problems of poverty and
under-development. Additionally the troubles in the South
were proving more intransigent than ever, and in the North
the political parties, in search of ways to entrench them
selves, were devising an Islamic Constitution which would
had made religious politics prevail over secular, and which
threatened curbs on the organised Left by unseating
Communist MPs and ordering the dissolution of the
Communist Party.

THE 1969 COUP

Into this rapidly deteriorating political and economic
situation-far from the triumphant October days-in which
the forces of the Left were rapidly being driven on to the
defensive and battles were having to be fought over the ele
mentary rights of the unions and the Communist Party to
organise, there broke the May J969 coup d'etat of the Free
Officer Movement headed by Colonel laafar Nimeiry.

In 1967 the Free Officers, especially well-organised
among the armed forces in the South, had tried to bring pres
sure on the government for a changed approach to the
Southern question and for reforms in the army. (3). The
reform attempts led to repeated purges of the most militant
officers. It was clear that this type of internal-army action
brought about only victimisation and a frittering away of
Free Officer resources.

By 1968 the Free Officers were discussing among them
selves the capture of government power. Consulted in con
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fidential discussion, the Communist Pariy advised against
any imminent action, arguing that the political situation was
in a state of ebb not flow, and that the progressive movement
should not risk offensive action before a mass base for it had
been prepared. The dates for action were postponed several
times, but finally the Free Officers staged their coup d'etat
on May 25, 1969, the day that the Islamic constitution bann
ing 'communism' and 'atheism' was due for its second read
ing in Parliament. The coup was made directly by the non
Communist members of the Free Officer leading group; they
happened to be the commanders who had the key
operational troops at their disposal. The plan was to place in
power an October-type government, but this time backed by
the striking force of the army, led by the Free Officers. So a
National Revolutionary Council was inst~lIed of ten army
officers together with a leading civilian of non-party left-wing
inclination; and also a Cabinet of some two dozen members
including several who had held Cabinet posts in the October
government, a number of socialists and radical intelJe"ctuals
including university academics, some who called themselves
Arab Socialist or Nasserities, a sprinkling of' unattached
personalities, several Communists, and two Southerners (one
of them a well-known member of the Communist Party who
became head of the newly created Ministry of Southern
Affairs).

To the Communist Party it was clear that the coup was
strongly anti-imperialist in nature, and its immediate· foreign
policy declarations and immediate actions confirmed this.
The problem was how stable and lasting the new government
would prove, not only in relation to its composition and base
of organised support, and its capacity to elaborate a long
term strategy for change, but also in relation to the grave

.dangers of counter-revolution in the country from the forces
disFossessed by the coup.

he first anniversary of the May events was an
enthusiastic and joyous occasion. Several crucial events had
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taken place during the year. The first was the government
announcement, foutteen days after it came to power, that it
offered regional autonomy to the Southern provinces. The
revolutionary government, said the declaration of the new
policy, is 'confident and must face realities. It recognises the
historical and cultural differences between the North and the
South and firmly believes that the unity of our country must
be built on these objective realities. The Southern people
have the right to develop their respective cultures and
traditions within' a united so<;ialist Sudan.' Ministry of
Southern Affairs spokesmen are the first to stress that
autonomy can make no sense without economic develop
ment, and that the restoration of the economy of the
southern provinces and of village life there is a first priority.
It is also recognised in many circles, if not yet officially pro
claimed, that the restoration of full political life in the South
""ill depend not on the issue of enlightened government
decrees but above all on the growth of a mass but socialist
orientated movement in the South as part of the national
commitment to the building of a new social system.

COUNTER-REVOLUTION

A second momentous event in the first year of the new
regime was the abortive but extremely dangerous attempt at
counter-revolution in March of this year. The attempt coin
cided, significantly, with the visit by General Nimeiry, head
of government, to the White Nile area which was the strong
hold of the Umma Party and its supporting private army the,
Ansar. The visit was part of a nation-wide tour during which
Nimeiry had made moving addresses to the rural poor, com
mitting his government to social and economic policies for
the alleviation of their condition. His visit to the White Nile
would have coincided with proposals for the ultimate
nationalisation of t:le private cotton estates but it had no
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sooner begun than armed group of Ansar gathered and there
was an attempt on Nimeiry's life. On Aba Island, the seat of
Mahdism, a pitched battle was fought. The fighting also spread
to the streets of Omdurman, near Khartoum, where large
groups of heavily armed Ansar clashed with the police and
the army had to be called in. Casualties were heavy on both
sides, especially after the final battle for Aba Island in which
the forces of the Ansar were routed.

The plot for counter-revolution, it was subsequently re
vealed as the result of the capture on Aba Island of docu
ments and highly sophisticated weaponry, including anti-tank
and anti-aircraft weapons, had been carefully laid. Heart of
the conspiracy were not only the Umma leaders but also the
Moslem Brothers with their close contact with reactionary
Arab states like Saudi Arabia. Aba Island was found to have
a radio transmitter through which the anti-government·
attacks ~ere to be synchronised. But the counter-revolution
had been timed for somewhat later in the year, and the Aba
Island offensive had jumped the gun before the plot was
quite ripe.

In the event the revolutionary government, far from being
over-thrown in the counter4revolution, was consolidated by
it. The most dangerous right-wing forces had demobilised
themselves.

But there is more to it than this. Clearing the way for so
cial change in the Sudan means essentially not only
immobilising or displacing the right wing parties, especially
in their strongholds in the countryside but breaking the
economic base of that support or, more positively still, win
ning the countryside to the support of the revolution by the
active mobilisation of a peasantry that identifies the solutions
to its problems of poverty and backwardness with the mea
sures introduced by the new government. The government
announcement after the defeat of the counter-revolution that
the lands of Aba Island were to be redistributed to the
peasants can be decisive in this region--especially if the se
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quel is not change by administrative measures alone, but by
the peasantry rising to its feel.

Apart from the Southern policy and the dispossession of
the rightwing parties-though the process is not yet com
plete-there is a third crucial test issue for the Sudan'ese
revolution. This is the nature of the political base of the new
government and the means whereby it will mobilise popular
support. All political parties were declared illegal at the time
of the May coup. The intention of government is to drClft a
Charter to delimit the goals of the revolution and the means
of attaining socialism and, side by side, there is expected to
be the announcement of plans for a form of political
organisation to build and consolidate the revolution. The
debate on this issue has been open and fairly widespread; it
is also not yet fully resolved, either in the government or
within the organised Left.

TWO PERSPECTIVES

The far poles of the argument were broadly represented in
the two distinct sets of slogans carried on banners and shout
ed by the crowd at the huge open-air celebration of the
Revolution in May this year. Some slogans extolled the vir
tue of the Arab nation and of Pan-Arabism-a group that
has formed since May 1969 formulates its aims in terms of
Nasserism and its slogans are for the Unity of the Nile
Valley, Egypt and the Sudan for an Arab Revolution, and
against Communism. Others greeted the unity of the working
class and of revolutionary action.

Linked with these two distinct sets of perspectives is the
underlying content of the debate about the nature of the
Sudanese revolution and its leading force. One formulation
sees the revolution proceeding under the leadership of the
armed forces, for, it is argued, real power is rooted in the
army, and the army should preserve national unity by
stopping the development of contesting political tendencies,
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for the open and unlimited expression of left politics--or so
the argument went before the counter-revolution-is certain
to cause a rightwing backlash. This group sees no need to de
fine clearly the class forces in whose interests the revolution
should develop and it regards the growth and strength of the
Communist Party as an assertion of revolutionary tendencies
which can only be divisive.

The counter-argument is. that the government backed by
the Free Officers is an amalgam of forces with a revolu
tionary potential. but that it will be insecure without a strong
mass base. This can essentially be built only by the Left. for
it is only the organised working class and its allies in the mili
tant peasantry and among revolutionary intellectuals which
can provide the ideology and the means for building such a
mass base.

There are many refinements to the discussion. What is the
class base of the new government. and how precisely can this
be defined? Is power in the hands of a section of the petit
bourgeoisie-for the army officer corps is considered princi
pally petit-bourgeois in social origin-or is it in the hands of
an alliance of the working people, including the petit-bour
geoisie and the revolutionary democrats?

Related to the different perspectives being canvassed are
different prescriptions for the type of political organisation
the government should create. or permit. One argument is
for the creation of a new political organisation altogether,
with all political formations dissolved in the interests of the
new body, and with the Communists able to function within
it, but as individuals. An opposite formulation is that the
political movement should comprise the revolutionary organ
isations judged by their revolutionary capacity and positions:
workers, peasants, intellectuals. the Free Officers, the Arab
Socialists, the Baathists. the Communist Party each as an inte
gral part of the bodies working within a revolutionary front.

The debate continues. Inside the Communist -Party itself
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several of the key issues have not yet been resolved. One
issue is the exact forms in which the Communist party should
best take its place in the geneeal political mobilisation-with
all views agreed that it must preserve its independent role.
Other issues have arisen from the serious problem experi
enced by the Communist Party in striking a balance between
a general theoretical reserve about the efficacy of the coup
d'etat and a professional armed group as a means for
revolutionary change, and yet the undoubted openings to
the Left and the possibility of continuing revolutionary
change that events and forces in the Sudan have made
possible. (4)

The debate also continues inside the government. The
Free Officer element in government which holds the physical
means of power is an amalgam of several tendencies which
has itself no clearly articulated ideology. The same might be
said of the Cabinet. But the debate in general and within the
organised Left is born of arid textual positions but of the
juxtaposition of real forces in a country which has shown im
pressive revolutionary capacity, and at times when neatly
defined 'conditions for revolutionary change' seemed. .
mlssmg.

The Cuban experience suggests that the nub of the
problem of revolutionary experience lies not necessarily in
the initial programme of the revolution but in its ability to re~

solve in practice the question of state power, at the time at
which social change has to be pushed through if the old struc
tures are not to force a reversal to the old political forms.
The coup d'etat of May 1969 shifted political power in the
Sudan. The nationalisations announced at the time of the
regime's first anniversay will help to weaken those groups
organically linked with foreign firms, foreign financing ~nd

foreign control. To be meaningful and lasting in terms of a
real shift of economic power, the revolution will have to
make structural changes in the economy, 10 divest vested
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groups of their control and, most difficult and far·reaching of
all, mobilise the population, not least the peasantry, to
release the productive resources of the people. In all these
issues the resolution of the debate about the leading force of
the revolution and its mass political base will be decisive.

Notes

I.
See for instance Anouar Abdel·Malek 'EVP/: Mililul)' Soci~ly. The Army
R~gime. Ih~ L~fl u/ld Social Chunge Il/lde~ Nuuu (Random I louse, 1968):
'ills impossible to initiate a sociahst revolution and to build a popular state
in tile absence of socialists.....itllout a mobilisation of the popular masses
rural and urban. and the revolutionary intelligentsia: certainly not by rely·
ing on a political apparatus oommiued to a figllt aglinst the Left. and by
that fact open to all forms of penetration.'
(Preface xniii),
This is shown. Ipart from the evidence of the intellectuals in let Ion given in
this article. by' the fletillat while the Communist Party vote in tile oountry
side is insigmfieant, the I'arly won one quarter of the votes in the towns In

recent elections, inri held II of the IS special seats in the graduates' (post
seoondary school) constituendes.

3.
For instance, a Free Officer leaflet issued in 1966 had $lid 'The Battle in
the South is against imperialism... We should admit thlt the Southerners
1II"e a problem... The, suffer from racial and class oppression... The real
problem of the South IS not at Juba or Torit (Southern towns, ED.) but in
Khartoum.'

4.
A development flowing directly out of this and felaled issues was the
deportation to Egypt of the Communist Party general secretary Abdel
Khalek Mahgoub.
Official $Gvernment s"temenlS claimed that the action was directed
against hIm perscman" and because of his activity in 'splitting the armed
forces.: and nol against the Communist Party u .such. This the Party
rejected. It analysed the aclion-which took place soon after the ddeat of
the counter-revolulion, ....hen ne .... heighu of unity ....ere achieved bet¥l'een
the armed forces and the urban masses-as an attempt among the right
";ng official and unofficill drcles and in the army to undermine this alli
ance and limit the revolution within the framework of I rdormist military
operation. The government subsequently brought Comrade Abdel-Khalek
back to the Sudan, where he is now back in the leadership of the Party.
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lHE COMINlERN
AND AFRICA

F. MELI

"One cannot remain a detached scholar while Negroes
are being lynched"-Du Bois.

With the emergence of independent African states, the
rise of the Afro 8 American rebellion, the strengthening of the
international working-class movement and the development
of the socialist states (which have a strong anti-colonial and
anti-racial accent) the imperialists are forced to change their
attitudes and actions lowards the people of African descent.
The days when the black man was relegated to the outskirts
of human and world civilisation, depicted as a jester and
entertainer (of the whites), as a bloodthirsty heathen or a ser
vile convert or an illiterate menial are coming to a close. This
changed approach is in line with the convergence theory
which is propounded by the "friends of Africa in the West".
These "friends" are against "primitive anti-eommunism·'.
They fight against open hostility towards the national libera
tion movements. Their tactic is simple: to "erode" the
national liberation movements "from within". (I) This they
do with the active participation of the right-wingers within
the national liberation movements-the actual "eroders". To
elaborate this point we will let Ndabaningi Sithole, the
Rhodesian African nationalist, speak for himself. In his book
published 2 years after Ghana became independent, he
rejects communism because to him it symbolises "foreign
domination" and a "foreign ideology". One wonders
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whether the holders at such theories are aware or the tact
that "Communism" was also introduced into Russia "from
outside" by Plechanov. The thesis of "foreign ideology"
is not convincing when one takes into account the fact that
the ideas of "Egatite, Fraternite, Liberte" which spread from
France in the IRth Century inspired many a revolution inclu
ding Ihe Haitian under Toussaint L'Ouverture and his
"black Jacobins".

Sithole goes on to say (apparently claiming to speak in the
name of all Africans):

"To the African-educated alld uneducated-the
present European powers are no different from Russia.
They are all foreign power.... Russians are jus! as' white as
the Freilch, Belgians, British or any other European natio
nalities. They are just as ambitious". (2)

Then he sighs with relief:

".... this is why we believe that if the African people ceased
to be treated like strangers in' the land of their birth, a
genuine understanding between black and white would
develop and this in turn would strengthen the anti-commu
nistforces". (3)

The anti-white racialism of Ndabaningi Sithole has noth
ing in common with African nationalism which is' supposed to
be the topic in discussion-as the title of the book suggests.
He is only exploiting the sincere sentiments of the oppressed
and exploited masses for his own ends. '

The function of the convergence theory as applied to
African conditions can be summarised as follows:

1. The black man's achievements in culture and history
have to be safely accommodated within and systematically
assimilated by the bourgeois system with the aim of win
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ning the black "elite" and sponsoring black capitalism
under the patronage of white capitalism.

2. The fact that the capitalists view "Black Studies" as a
money-making business is obvious. What is not so obvious
perhaps is the fact that the "friends of Africa in the West"
want to take the steam out of the black rebellion both in
Africa and the Americas. That is to say "Black Studies"
should be no threat to their system.

3. The politicians of the imperialist countries, with the
aid of their specialists on Africa, are busy strengthening re
actionary forces within the national liberation movements
and mobilising them against the progressive and patriotic
freedom fighters and African statesmen. By ~o doing they
are simultaneously driving a wedge between the African,
revolutionaries and their natural allies: the socialist count
ries.

4. It would be wrong to think that the African reactiona
ries are passive in this "genuine understanding between
black and white" (Sithole). They have to declare and
announce time and again their loyalty to and a cowardly
compromise with imperialism and its representatives in
Africa-the white racialists. This they achieve through
anti-communism and by isolating and discrediting the revo
lutionary African freedom fighters.

The study of nationalism and communism in Africa is
important not only for historians and practical politicians but
also for natural scientists, doctors and technicians. The scien
tific and technical revolution, which is affecting not only
Europe and America but also the tricontinental world, stands
contrary to antiquated ideas whose origins are either in the
tribal or feudal society. The development of science and its
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application can be mastered properly and used productively
only by hands and brains which are not only scientifically
and technically trained but also equipped with a modern and
progressive way of thinking which reflects true human prog
ress in this epoch of transition to socialism.

TIle rourgeois presentation of the problem of nationalism
and communism suffers from a fundamental weakne.....
namely that of portraying communism (in this context the
Comintern) as an "arm of Moscow". They fail to analyse the
internal dynamk and upward development of roth the
national liberatory and communist movements. In fact this
internal dynamic development determines the depth and ex
tent of mutual co·opcration on a sound and realistic basis.

The problems of mutual relationship between the Comin
tern and African revolutionaries still need to be studied by
African revolutionaries from the standpoint of historical
materialism and told to the African people. This article can
only represent an attempt in this direction; it is by no means
the final answer.

AFRICAN NATIONALISM:

To understand African nationalism or rather Pan Africanism
properly we need to have two factors in mind. Firstly the
revolutionary influence of the October Revolution, whose
world-ehanging effects and innuence can be understood if
one acknowledges the fact that its greatness lies in the great
ness of the problems it solved in the interest of the masses.
We have in mind not only the destruction of capitalism and
the establishment of socialism but also the emancipation of
the 33 million people who were formerly enslaved in this
"prison of nations". Imperialism was shaken to its very roots.
The October Revolution led to the most revolutionary epoch
in human history, the epoch we are living in. Small wonder
that in the year 1919-the year in which the Comintern was
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fonned-Afro-Americans and Africans met in Paris to inau
gurate what was later to become known as the Pan-African
movement. In short black nationalism, thanks to the "ten
days that shook the world".

Secondly-though of primary importance-are the histori
cal factors and socio-economic conditions of the people of
African descent. Speaking about the historical background of
the people of African descent one is forced to trace it back to
colonialism and imperialism with their shameful orrspring
the slave-trade, slavery, social degradation, racial discrimina
tion and inequality.

The idea of uniting black people all over the world resul
ted from the fact that no race has suffered so many insults to
its human dignity and such humiliation under capitalism as
the black man.(4) These indignities resulted in a strong
racial consciousness and a feeling of togetherness. Jose
Luciano Franco, the Cuban historian, traces the beginnings of
this unity back to anti-slavery uprisings in the "New
World".(5) He points to the "intimate relation" Ihat existed
between the slave revolts in the "New World" and the
events in what later became Dahomey, Nigeria elc.

Pan-Africanism (in the modern form) started as an ideo
logy of black intellectuals in the Americas. The Afro-Ameri
cans and the Afro-West Indians had better educational quali
fications and better social chances than the Africans, hence
this movement started in this corner of the black world. Cutt
ing a long story short, the aim of Pan Africanism was not the
unity of the black people as a race but their social and politi
cal emancipation. This point is of fundamental importance
because the African Institute in Pretoria propounds a false
theory that Pan Africanism led by Du Bois and Padmore was
in essence an acceptance of "racial loyalty" ("Sy lojaliteit is
derhalwe fundementeel 'n rasselojaliteit").(6)

It would be wrong to maintain that in the pre-Second
World War period Pan Africanism was solely an American
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and West Indian affair. There were quite a number of Afri
can Pan Africanists. Let us take South Africa as an example,
The South African black intellectuals who studied abroad
were influenced by Pan African ideas, Indeed the African
National Congress of South Africa, as the first African organi
sation, officially declared Pan Africanism as its creed in its
programme, the then provisional constitution, of 1919, Even
before that, African radicals like Seme were already "Pan
Africanists". To illustrate this we quote from the speech he
delivered when he won the first prize for the Curtis Medal
Orations at Columbia University on April 5th, 1906,
Although he was then still a student this speech is important
because Scme later became a co-founder of the A.N.C. and
one of its leading figures. He spoke on "The Regeneration of
Africa", He starts:(7)

"J am an AJrican, and I set my pride in my race over
against a hostile public opinion. .. Oh, Jar that historian
who, with the open pen oJ truth, will bring to AJrica's
claim the strength oJ written proof He will tell oJ a race
whose onward tide was oJten swelled with tears, but in
whose heart bondage has not quenched the fire oJJormer
years. He will write that in these later days when Earth's
noble ones are named, she has a roll oJ honour too, oJ
whom she is not ashamed,., From these Jour corners oJ the
earth AJrica's sons, who have been proved through fire
and sword, are marching to the Juture's golden door bear
ing the records oJdeeds and valour done... ..

He went on:

"From these heights oJ the twentieth century I again ask
yOIi to cast your eyes south oJ the Desert oJ Sahara... ifyou
would go with me to Bechuanaland, Jace their Council oJ
Headmen and ask what motives caused them recently to
decree so emphaticall;' thot alcoholic drinks shall not enter
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their count~visit their king, Khama, ask for what cause
he leaves the gold and ivory palace to wander daily from
village to village through all his kingdom without a guard
or any decoration of his rank--a preacher of industry and
education, an apostle of the new order cof lhings ...Oh, if
you could read the letters that come to us from Zulu
fond-you, too, would be convinced that the elevation of
the African race is evidently a part of the new order of
things that belong to this new and powerful period... The
basic factor which assures their regeneration resides in the
awakened race consciousness...
"The African people, although not a striclly homogeneous
race, possess a common fundamental sentimellI which is
everywhere manifest. crystallising itself illIo one common
controlling idea. Conflicts and strife are rapidly disappear
ing before the fusing force of this enlightened perception
of the intertribal relation, which relation should subsist
among a people with a common destiny. ..

Though Seme uses terms like "common fundamenlal sen
timent", "common controlling idea", "fusing force of intertri
bal relation" it is clear to everyone that he is talking the lan
guage of Pan Africanism.

In spite of all its revolutionary and dynamic potentialities.
Pan Africanism suffered from the weakness of all "pan-ideo
logies", namely that of concealing antagonistic social class
contradictions by temporary existing political interest. To
put this positively, Pan Africanism was the ideology that
corresponded to the interests of almost all classes and social
strata.

In the thirties we find a new element in Pan Africanist
thinking: the Marxist element. V.P. Thompson, the Nigerian
author, points out that the main trends in Pan Africanism at
this time were: Ghandian and Marxist. He writes that
Marxism "was a product acquired from a variety of sources
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and was very prominent in the polemical works of many Afri
can leaders·'.(8)

Let us now examine this "variety of sources".

THE COM INTERN AND AFRICA REVOLUTION
ARIES
The attitude of the Comintern towards the rising tide of Afri~

can nationalism renects the anti-colonial stand of its founder
and leader, Lenin. He demanded a realistic approach
towards the national question which, in the epoch of imperia
lism, coincided (or rather became identical) with the colonial
question. In 1919 he told the communists of the East:,

"/n this respect you are confronted with the task which
has noJ previously confronted tile communists of Jhe
world: relying upon tile general theory and practice of
communism, you must adapt yourselves to specific condi
tions such as do not exist in Jhe European countries;' yOIl
must be able to apply thai theory and practice to cOfldi
tions in which the task is Jo wage a struggle against medie
val survi~'als and nOJ against capiJalism... You must find
specific fomls for this alliance of the foremost proletarians
of the world with the labouring and exploiJed masses of
the East whose conditions are in many cases medieval". (9)

The Comintern was faced with the task of applying these Lent
nist principles concretely to African conditions. From the
very outset, in its "Conditions for Affiliation", the Comintern
stated categorically that one of its duties was to support
every liberation movement not only in words but also in
deeds. That eltplains why the "Negro Question" was discus
sed in the Third Congress of the Comintern 1921. The
Fourth Congress in 1922 decided to eleci a commission to
deal with the problems affecting the people of African des
cent. This commission based itself on the Theses on the
"National and Colonial Question" which were prepared bv
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Lenin for the Second Congress of the Commtern m I<J2U.
The Commission reported that the Comintern:

(a) recognises the necessity of supponing all Negro
movemelllS which are either directed at undermining
capitalism or aim at weakening it or making its develop
ment in the West Indies, Africa and America impossiblk.
(b) demands equal wages, political and social rights for the
workers ofAfrican descent
(c) undertakes to force the Trade Unions to allow black
workers to join or affiliate to the white trade unions. If
this proves to be impossible, the resolution stated, the
Comitlfern urges the Negroes to form their own trade
unions so as toIorm a united front by forcing the white
workers to allow their affiliation
(d) resolves to call a congress of all Negroes.(lO)

This resolution of the Ccmintern stood in contradistinc
tion to and was a negation of the utopian black racialistic call
of Marcus Garvey that the Afro-Americans should "go back"
to Africa. What Garvey advocated was the colonisation of
Africa by the aspiring American black capitalists. His ad,vo
cacy of "black Rockefellers" added insult to injury.

At the same time the approach of the Comintern differed
from that of the Pan-Africanists. Whereas the Pan-Africanists
demanded a system of collective and international security to
defend the interests of the Africans,(ll) the Comintern
appealed to the black masses to organise themselves and
fight for their freedom. This was followed by action. The
Comintern sent its activists-they went to Africa as
tourists-whose aim was to study the conditions on the spot
and if possible help in organising the African masses against
colonial tyranny. Jacob Blumkin travelled to "East Africa" in
the early twenties and later on a Hamburg communist Spiess
followed him.( 12) It must be stated that the international
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working class movement already had experience in thiS field
as the example of George Hardy who travelled widely as
early as 1916 in the Congo, East Africa and later South
Africa testifies.( 13)

Though there was little success in these actlVltles
because of colonial tyranny-they are historically significant
for two reasons. They are:

1. the beginning of the contacts between the international
working class and the African people. In other words an
attempt to combine Marxism with African resistance in
countries with no Communist Parties.

2. These activities of the Comintern in the early twenties
disprove the thesis propounded by Geiss.(14) He main
tains that the Comintern started having concern about
Africa between 1927 and 1934. He makes the mistake of
identifying the Comintern's activity with Padmore's.

The Red International Labour Vnions (R.LL.V.) formed
a :mbsection called the "International Trade Vnion Commi
ttee of Negro Workers" in 1926. The chairman was the
Afr0 4 American communist James Ford (he became a candida
te for V.S. Vice-Presidency in 1928). In 1928 the Sierra
Leonese Mechanic's Vnion joined the R.LL.V.. After the
Sixth Congress of the Comintern J. Ford and G. Padmore
made many contacts with African revolutionaries in Africa
and abroad. '

In conjunction with the c.P. of Germany the "Negro
Committee" organised the "International Congress of Negro
Workers" in Hamburg in 1930 (the Labour Party had
banned it in England). The African continent was represe
nted by Macaulay (Liberia), Small (Gambia), Kouyate
(Senegal), Wallace-Johnson (Sierra Leone) and "a white
man from South Africa"-to quote the lmprecorr. (15) The
executive which was elected comprised the following African
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members:
Macaulay (Liberia), Small (Gambia), Kouyate (Senegal),
Thuku (Kenya) and Nz.ula (South Africa).

The "Negro Committee" published a monthly journal in
English "The Negro Worker" and in French "Le Cris des
Negre" which became a mouthpiece of the oppressed and
fighting black people. "The Committee" printed in 1930/31
about 25 publications on the conditions of the people of
African descent in Africa, America and the West Indie-li. By
way of interest the frontspiece of the journal "The Negro
Worker" could be seen later in Ghana's "Voice of Africa".

The other form of contact with the African revolutionaries
was through the international mass organisations e.g. The
League Against Imperialism. The inaugural conference was
held in Brussels in 1927 and there ~were four delegates from
Africa-J. Gumede (ANC South Africa), J. La Guma (ANC
South Africa), Colraine (SATUC-South Africa) and Lamine
Senghor (Sudan-today Mali). Senghor represented the West
African revolutionaries in France who were members of the
"Camite' de Defense de la Race Negre" (C.D.R.N).(16)
Senghor who proved to be the most dynamic of the African
delegates said in his speech:

"The Negroes have slept too long. But beware, he who
has slept enough and wakes, will not sleep again".(17)

Senghor was elected to the executive of the "Anti-Imperia
list League". In the Second Congress of the League in Frank
furt (1929) we also come across the name of J. Kenyatta
from the "Kikuyu Central Association of Kenya".

The Comintern also had contacts with the African studen
ts abroad e.g. Bridgeman and W.A.S.U. In Berlin known figu
res of the C. P. of Germany e.g. Hermann Duncker lectured
in summer schools which were arranged for colonial students
in Oxford and other places of learning abroad. These were
some of the ways in which the Comintern worked in trying to
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help the African liberation movement.
At this juncture it is necessary to refer to the history of the

Communist Party of 30uth Africa. This was not only an
African organisation but -like all other Parties-also a sec
ion of the Comintern. Some of its members e.g. Andrews
had served on the Comintern's executive. Since its formation
in 1921 its foremost duties were:

(a) basing itself on the principles of the Comintern to work
out a strategy that would correspond to South African
coriditions
(b) to orientate the struggle in South Africa against racism
and its social roots-eapitalism
(c) to work out a Leninist approach to the national
question.

Even before its formation the forerunner of the Party,
the International Socialist League, assessed the October Revo
lution not only as a source of inspiration but also as a source
of theoretical generalisation, though some lessons drawn from
it were not always correct e.g. the orientation towards the dic
tatorship of the proletariat in South Africa as the immedia
te goal. The formation of the c.P. of South Africa meant the
beginnings of a break with the traditional paternalistic atti
tude of the white workers towards the "non-whites". The
Party was responsible for a gradual orientation towards the
non-white workers as the main driving force in South Africa.
Its tactic was that it should remain a small and select body of
trained revolutionaries working through a larger,mass body.
This concept Lenin had developed in his book written for
the young communist parties-"Left-Wing Communism an
Infantile Disorder". This approach has nothing in common
with the so-called "communist infiltration", which is a thesis
aimed at evoking an impression that communists use other
organisation for their own ends, that is-the communists
have other interests.
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As far back as 1847 Marx and Engels wrote in their
"Communist Manifesto" that the communists have no
interests separate and apart from the working class. They are
distinguished from other parties by two factors:

(a) in the national struggles of the proletarians of different
countries, they point out and bring to the front the
commmon interests of the proletariat, independently of all
nationality.
(b) in the various stages of the development of the strul1
gle they always and everywhere represent the interests of
the movement as a whole.

The c.P.S.A. built schools for the African workers so as to
counteract illiteracy and also to propagate its ideology. It
strengthened the trade union movement and its members
played an important role in the I.C.U. II injected and instil·
led militancy in the South African resistance movement.

OBJECTIVE DIFFICULTIES AND SUBJECTIVE
WEAKNESSES

Colonialism committed many crimes in Africa. Among
these one can mention for instance the destruction of great
cultures and ancient civilizations. This was accompanied by
mental enslavement of the colonially and racially discrimina
ted people of African descent. In their search for raw mate
rials, markets and cheap labour the colonialists deformed the
mode of production in Africa and introduced a sickly capi
talism which co-existed with pre-eapitalist formations. This
hindered the development of modern classes-hence the
weakness of the national liberation movements and working
class organisations. The brutal suppression of these
movements by the colonialists made things even more
difficult. These were some of the objective diffi·
culties which faced the Comintern in Tropi
cal Africa. 93



Naturally-the above can only explain the relative weakness
of the African emancipation movements, not the cause of con
flicts between African rebels and the Comintern. One of
these causes was a lack of an internationalist spirit and out
look amongst some black radicals. This is confirmed by
Richard Wright in his "Foreword" to Padmore's "Pan-Africa
nism or Communism". He says about Padmore:

"/ have seen him labour day in and day oul, 10 Ihe
exclusion of all other interests upon one thing Ihal really
matters 10 him: freedom for black people. "( 18)

Then he continues to reveal "secrets"-as he says

"The Negro, even when embracing Communism or
Western Democracy, is not supporting ideologies; he is
seeking to' use inslruments(inslruments owned and con
trolled by men of other races!) for his own ends".

This is now down-right petty-bourgeois opportunism. In fact
the very question posed by Padmore-"Pan-Africanism or
Communism"-is a theoretical justification of his-and he is
not alone-renegade opportunistic activities. Padmore knew
better than anybody else that Pan-Africanism cannot be an
vlternative to Communism since the former expresses an
anti-colonial nationalism and the latter is a socio-economic
formation. How could one portray the two as opposites when
they fought against the same enemy? Isn't Pan-Africanism in
a way a by-product of Communism? This point we tried to
show at the beginning of this article.

These problems were not only limited to the African
countries without Communist Parties-South Africa was also
affected. During the period when all the Communist Parties
were faced with the problems of combining Marxism with
the working class and in countries like South Africa of sol
ving the national question (which co-incided with the racial
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question) it was only natural that the young Communist
Party of South Africa should be faced with seemingly impos
sible questions. There was the question of a united front bet
ween black and white workers. Three factors seem to have
stood in the way:

(a) The anti-African racialism of the white workers. They
were (and are still) profiting from racial oppression of Afri
cans hence they adopted this "nationalistic" attitude.
(b) The propaganda of the government and the church
against what they called Bolshevism influenced some refor
mistic leaders in the trade unions and liberation move
ment.
(c) The influence of the reactionary leaders of "Internatio
nal" Social-Democracy and their trade unions, more espe
cially the British section, was strong in South Africa.

What about the ANC/CP relation? According to H. J. and
R.E. Simons the situation in the 20's was as follows:

"The African National Congress had plenty of followers
but no theory of social change. The Communists had
plenty of theory but few followers and tended to blame
Congress for their weakness ". (19).

The explanation we have for such a state of affairs is the
fact that the Communist Party leader.ship was predominantly
white in a country where the majority of the people are
black. On the other hand the ANC leadership was composed
of intellectuals, business men, ministers of religion and tribal
chiefs. This factor is important because it helps in understan
ding the problem of "The Black Republic". To us it seems
the important criterion in this question is the objective inte
rests of the Comintern (and naturally its South African
section) and those of the masses of the South African people.
The Comintern was interested in "bolshevising" the party,
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that is making it a mass party. This was also in the mterests
of the masses of the South African people. The actual prob~
lem was that socialism and the masses in South Africa were
two different things at this time. This fact was not under~

stood by the South African delegation in Moscow at the Sixth
Congress of the Comintern in 1928. The slogan of "Black
Republic" actually gave expression to a process which was
already taking place: namely the transition from the early
beginnings of dependence on white workers for revolutio
nary action to dependence on the African majority, the most
exploited section of the society.

These problems we mention because before solving them
one has to know them. Some of them are still unsolved e.g.
abse:'lce of Communist Parties in Tropical Africa. The
danger of "history repeating itself'-to use a cliche-is
always there.

I CONCLUSION:
The international solidarity of the black people in the 20th
century is one of the greatest contributions to the struggle
against racism and colonialism. From the early beginnings of
Sylvester Williams and Du Bois up to the revolutionary impa~

tience of Frantz Fanon or the cool analysis of Alpheus
Hunton the American and Caribbean 'black revolutionaries
have contributed tremendously to the African liberation
struggle. In fact our independence is theirs. This black soli~

darity could only be meaningful to the black masses if-in
conjunction with and with the support of the revolutionary
working-class-it was directed against the social roots of
racism and colonialism: capitalism and imperialism. Therein
lies the historical merit of the Comintern on this question. It
proved theoretically and practically that the historical place
of the African Iiberatory movement in the 20th century lies
in co-operation-if not in fusion-with the revolutionary
international working class and countries of socialism (at that
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time it was still only the Soviet Union).
The assistance the Comintern rendered to African radicals

still awaits scholarly research by African re.volutionaries. Far
from being philanthropic, this was of mutual benefit because
by assisting the African rebels the Comintern was actually
promoting its own struggle against imperialism, colonialism
and racialism. The Comintern introduced a new form of
alliance in the history of our continent, namely that between
the communists and non-communists. This enabled both the
Comintern and African revolutionaries 10 break the vicious
colonial encirclement and open new horizons for the
common struggle against the common enemy.

The United States and South African sections of the
Comintern, the only ones with large black communities, have
fought heroically against racism and for the dignity of the
black man. Out of these despised and "uncivilized" people
they have produced internationally recognised revolutiona
ires and theoreticians. Henry Winston, ,Paul Robeson, J. B.
Marks and Moses Kotane are only a few examples. The
historical significance of these heroes is no smaller than that
of revolutionaries like Lincoln, Reed, Shaka or Andrews.

In 1970, the centenary year of Lenin's birth, it is necessa
ry to remind the African revolutionaries of the last words of
Dr. Du Bois. Speaking on African nationalism, this father of
Pan-Africanism remarked that it will have to undergo a
dialectical negation of itself into a new and higher quality
which is proletarian internationalism. He said:

"The Soviet Union should be proud and rightly so, that
the great Lenin, when he created the first socialist state of
tire 1V0rid did no; only care for the welfare of Europeans
and Asians but also of the African people .
"I am convinced that the teachings of Lenin must be a
guiding principle for the people of the African continent in
their struggle against the criminal secret conspiracy of the
United States, England. Federal Republic of Germany,
France and Belgium .



"I think that nowadays it is important more than ever
before tlrat the peoples of Africa are made acquainted
with Lenin's teachings on colonialism and imperialism_
Translated in the vernacular languages Lenin's books
would serve as a lighthouse on the way to a bright future
of history. They would be a powerful and effective monu
ment for the great genius of mankind on the soil of that
continent, which today urgently needs the wise advice of
Vladimir Lenin ".(20)
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AFRICA'S IMPACT
OM BLACK AMERICA

Charlene Mitchell and Michael Myerson

When the news reached the United States in early 1961 that
Patrice Lumumba had been assassinated, Black people mobi
lized from Boston to Los Angeles in mass protest. At the
United Nations. demonstrations of solidarity with their
Congolese brothers erupted in violence and shook that inter·
national body to its foundations. Never before and not yet
since have Black Americans mobilized in such numbers over
an international issue.

That week was only a culmination of, and a new level
attained in, a process of growing anti-imperialist conscious
ness among U.S. Blacks. It is hardly coincidental that the
new character of the Black liberation movement in the U.S.
developed simultaneously with the political independence of
most of Africa. The admittance to the United Nations of
Ghana, and some 20 other African nations soon thereafter,
had great impact on Black America. There was new recogni
tion that Africa was a force in the world. The gaining of inde
pendence in Africa was seen as providing new possibilities
for help to the freedom movement of the United States.

The movement here acquired a new character in its view
of Africa. The Garvey back-to-Africa innuence waned as new
respect grew for Africa. This might at first appear ironic, but
the irony is only illusory because the new respect for Africa
brought understanding here that struggle was possible, that
victories could be won on this side of the Atlantic. U.S.
Blacks who wanted to go to Africa now went not to live but
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to help build those new nations. In the cities and universities
of the United States, real ties developed for the first time
between U.S. Blacks and Afric:ms residing or studying in this
country. (In one of those tragic-comic developments so
common to the racist pathology of the United States, a ruling
was made in the Southern states that Africans in native dress
could be treated as equals. thus unwittingly providing new sti
mulus to Black Americans to emulate their African bro
thers.)

In fact, all Black people in the U.S. have never been comp
letely isolated from Africa, but the relationship of Black bro
thers and sisters in this country to their African past received
a tremendous impulse with the political independence of Afri
can nations.

u.s. IMPERIALISM
For several years prior to the Lumumba demonstrations.

American blacks had been affected by the African indepen
dence struggle. The rising of the Mau Mau in. Kenya was a
source of great pride here in a people taking up arms for
their freedom, and a whole generation of black babies in the
U.S. was named lomo or Kenyatta. In 1959, the Youth
March on Washington featured Tom Mboya, whose militant
speech on the occasion received the greatest response from
young Blacks in attendance.

Africa's political independence had much to do with the
rising in the U.S. of a progressive black nationalism. One of
the first things Elijah Muhammed did when his Nation of
Islam movemenl began to grow was to relate the struggle
here to the emerging Arab and African nations. Malcolm X.
Shabazz, then still the leading public spokesman for the Mus
lims, said that Black people in the U.S. have to know their
African heritage because of the direct link; that what
happens to Africa has a direct bearing on what happens to
Blacks h~re.
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Another new facet to the struggle in the U.S. was an aware
ness of the colonial ties of U.S. imperialbm. Of course U.S.
Blacks knew of the rape of Africa and the slave trade, but
not of U.S. imperialist schemes in modern Africa. For many
Black people, most particularly the radical youth, U.S. opera
tions in the Congo were most instructive in this respect.

By 1964, the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Commi
ttee (SNCq, then the most advanced force of the Black free
dom movement, began sending representatives to tour the
new nations of Africa and to consull with their leadership. It
is worth noting that James Foreman, SNCC's executive direc
tor and its organizational genius since its inception, became
its International Affairs director. On returning from his 1967
visit to Zambia, Foreman played a major role in relating to
Blacks in the U.S. the struggle of South Africa. He campaig
ned for support by the movement here for the developing
ANC-ZAPU struggle in Zimbabwe; SNCC even called for
U.S. Black participation in the armed struggle should it be
requested by the African brothers. And when former SNCC
leader Julian Bond was denied his seat in the state legislature
of Georgia, some dozen or so African delegations paid him
tribute at the United Nations. His own country's UN delega
tion, shamefully, did nol. Malcolm was also visiting Africa in
those days, and U.S. imperialism attached enough impor
tance to these developments to send James Farmer, now an
official in the Nixon Administration, to Africa to follow Mal
colm..

THE ROLE OF DUBOIS
The new consciousness among U.S. Blacks of the role of

Africa was not without its forebears. The pioneering work
for decades by Dr. W. E. B. DuBois resulted in the founding
of the Council of African Affairs over two decades ago. With
Ur. DuBois, Alphaeus Hunton and Paul Robeson as its main
stays, the Council was one of the first U.S. org:lI1izations,
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which included numbers of Hlack Americans, in solidarity
with Africa. The concept of Pan-Africanism taught by
DuBois, Hunton and Robeson in those days should not be
confused with some of the reactionary ideas fostered today
under the same name. They saw a united African continent
based on a unified economic entity. DuBois never negated
the role of individual African nations. Rather, he thought
that, once politically independent, if these nations would
struggle for the advancement of the whole continent and not
just for narrow national interests, both the continent and the
individual nations would be stronger. DuBois and Hunton
felt that Ghana was extremely significant; certainly they
didn't think that Ghana should delay its independence. Their
conception of Pan-Africanism laid the ideological basis for
the founding of the OAU, notwithstanding some later cont·
rary developments in that organization.

And it was based on the OAU that Malcolm formed the
Organization of Afro-American Unity, following his break
with Elijah Muhammed. Malcolm felt very definitely that
Blacks who saw themselves as a minority in the United States
were viewing the liberation struggle too narrowly; that
people of color here are part of a world majority and should
see the liberation struggle as international, drawing strength
from the solidarity of people elsewhere, in the first instance
from Africa.

The overthrow of Kwame Nkrumah a year after the assa
ssination of Malcolm had a serious effect on many Black
Americans. It was now much easier to explain and under·
stand the role of neo--colonialism, especially that of U.S. impe
rialism. Simultaneously, there began a creeping knowledge of
the role of armed struggle in the countries which hadn't yet
achieved independence.

NEO-COLONIALISM
Still, much ignorance remains. While black Americans are

aware of apartheid and fascism in South Africa, few know of
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the struggles to combat that fascism. Few know of the road
of armed struggles declared by ANC, ZAPU and SWAPO in
Southern Africa, or of PAIGe, MPLA and Frelimo in the
Portuguese colonies.

ConluSlOn aOOut the African struggle reached new heights
during the Biafra connict. The response in the U.S. among
Blacks demonstrated an inability at present t() truly under
stnnd the intrigues of nco-colonialism. Of course this con
fusion was not limited to the Black movement. Some progres
sive whites, activists in the movem~nt against U.S. imperialist
aggression in Indochina, participated in fund-raising and
support commillees for Biafra. But because of a lack of know
ledge and information of the role imperialism was playing,
the question of self-determination was misunderstood even
among the majority of awnre Blacks, who exhibited a pro
Biafra sentiment. CIA and USIA both played their usual
roles in exacerbating the confusion, and the Peace Corps con
tinued not only to undermine the African struggle but to dim
the consciousness of Americans as to the role of U.S. imperia
lism in Africa.

And certainly not all the influences from Africa on the US
movement have been positive. The role played by certain
African countries which maintain strong ties with U.S. impe
rialism serves to blunt anti-imperialist consciousness among
Black Americans. Lesotho, Congo-Kinshasa, Kenya, Liberia
and Malawi are outstanding in this regard. Those nations in
the United Nations· who have no criticisms of U.S. imperia
lism play the same role here in the United States that they
play in Africa.

Also confusing are some of the distortions of the concept
of Pan-Africanism as developed by Dr. DuBois. These distor
tions have made a definite impact in the Black liberation
movement here. The ideas of "going it alone'·, of not accep
ting aid from the socialist countries, of building up an Afri
can bourgeoisie rather than taking a non-capitalist road to
development as the allernative 10 colonialism-all of these
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find their reflection in the United States in the concept of
"Black Capitalism." Of course Black Capitalism can no more
be successful in the U.S. than can a neo-colonial economy in
Africa, and for precisely the same reasons: Imperialism will
in fact continue its control. Yet, this attitude in parts of
Alnca, it must be admitted, has had some impact in the
United States.

Prominent among those influenced by these currents are
poet LeRoi Jones and Ron Karenga, who feel cultural inden
tity only to Africa, and reject a relationship to the cultural
heritage of U.S. slavery. By by-passing the history of black
oppression in the U.S. and going back only to their African
roots, they seek to make Black people and their culture
completely alien to the United States. Thus they ignore the
impact Blacks have made and'today make on U.S. society
and culture; and vice-versa. And, by rejecting the history of
black people in the U.S., they serve to isolate themselves
from the current struggles of Black Americans.

CLASS ANALYSIS
Basic to this ideology is a rejection of class analysis. Many

African national movements on achieving political indepen
dence felt that struggle could end at that point. It was
enough to have Africans themselves politically determining
their own destiny; the economic picture needn't be changed.
"Cultural nationalism", as the ideology of Jones and
Karenga has come to be called, which rejects the history of
the social and cultural life of Black America, thus looks to a·
bastardized "African Socialism" as the answer. They argue
that the struggle for any economic demands on capital is
limited for the majority of U.S. Blacks. Instead a separate
Black economy parallel to capitalism must be built. This is
no less than an acceptance of neo-colonialism in Africa as a
model of tokenism and the maintenance of oppression for
the majority of Blacks in our country, with the creation of a
comprador bourgeoisie as the mechanism for imperialism in
both places. 105



Another manifestation of this counter-reVOlUtiOnary loe~·

logy, generally associated with the Right, is its "Left"
counter-part. This seeks to mechanically transpose the Afri
can conditions to the U.S. struggle. South Africa is
thought to be very much the same as the United States. It is
granted, most will say, that South Africa is worse. The strug
gle in South Africa is against the absolute repression and
oppression of Black South Africans; the United States rep
resents the same repressive oppressive force for U.S. Blacks..
But the conclusion is then drawn that since Communists and
progressives of South Africa have decided the only way to
g:Jin the right to determine their own oxistence is by armed
struggle, therefore this is also true now for the United States.

One influence Stokely Carmichael had on sections of the
Black liberation movement is in relating the armed struggle
of Africa to the "need" of armed struggle by Black people in
the U.S., even without allies, as the road to freedom. Talk of
"guerrilla warfare" and even "race war" has risen in some
quarters, and some Black Americans, now in exile, say they
are preparing for this course. This is in contrast to the
thoughts of Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale, the founders
and top leaders of the Black Panther Party who speak in
terms of armed self-defence, an inalienable right and often a
necessity. These two modern heroes of unequalled courage
in the United States also urge the broadening of the struggle,
the simultaneous necessity of gaining allies and deepening
consciousness. What the critics of Huey P. Newton and
Bobby Seale have done is to take a situation (South Africa)
where an overwhelming majority of the population is oppres
sed and to treat it as identical with the minority oppression
of the United States. This is not to say that the majority of
Americans are not exploited; of course they are, that is the
nature of capitalism. Nor is it to deny that the struggle for
power in the United States might necessitate the use of
force to counter the violence of imperialism protecting its
treasure. The only point being made is that some who today
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call for guerrilla warfare and "going it alone" in the United
States have not really learned the lessons being taught by the
African revolutionaries.

BANTUSTAN IN THE U.S.
One other current, which embodies aspects of both "Black

capitalism" and "cultural nationalism", and rejects allies, is
the separatist movement. Feeling that Black people cannot
be an integral part of the United States, this movement belie
ves that the only way to achieve freedom is to have certain
lands and territories granted to them. Some have requested
the government in Washington to give up several states for a
separate Black existence. What they have failed to do is
make any demands on capitalism for the alleviation of the
problems Black people face in their daily lives. Nor are
demands on capital made even for the separatist programme;
that is, the states would separate on colour lines but the US
would continue to exercise federal control. Again, there is a
rejection of struggle within the actual present framework.

No one should make the mistake of thinking that these
various ideological trends among American Blacks are purely
the result of reactionary influences from Africa. The point is
only that reactionary views in Black America look for justi
fication to certain developments in Africa. In fact, the real
source of these trends in the United States is a history of 400
years of slavery, genocide, the most severe forms of oppres
sion, poverty and ostracism, and superexploitation at the
hands of the most developed capitalist system in history. And
that system has at its command a formidable arsenal of ideo~

logical and propaganda weapons to sow confusion as 10 who
is friend and foe, 10 divide Black people and their class allies,
to distort reality. A plethora of organizations like the Ameri
can Committee on Africa, and government agencies like
USIA, continue to operate successfully, especially among
white Americans. Little information filters throu~h nbout the
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struggles in AI'rica. (ThIS IS hardly unintentlonal: the case has
been made that African nations in fact get more information
from London about events ill other African nations than they
do from those nations.) For example, the struggles of the
Portuguese colonies are all but unknown in the United
States, even among anti-imperialists. Even the fact that
there is an African National Congress or a PAIGC is not well
known in the U.S. Most U.S. anti-imperialists, including
Communists, do not recognize the names of most African
countries, let alone the movements operating in those count
nes.

U.S. imperialism's success in its colonial role is partially be
cause it has never had direct pOlitical control of African colo
nies. Its support of the increasing role of Zionism in Africa
has also served to deflect potential challenges especially
among white Americans. The predominantly white move
ments have never found it opportune to challenge U.S.
imperialism in Africa. A half-dozen years ago the Students
for a Democractic Society (SDS), supported by the Commu
nist-led W.E.B. DuBois Clubs, conducted a short-lived cam
paign on college campuses against Chase Manhattan Bank
and other large U.S. investors in South Africa. And there was
support for the U.S. Black athletes who boycotted the
Olympic Games trials in 1968 in protest against possible
South African participation in the games. But efforts of
white Americans in solidarity with Africa have been
sporadic. This should surprise no one, for if white Americans
have been slow or absent in supporting Black Americans, it
is hardly news that they have failed to move in support of
Africans.

REVOLUTIONARY UPSURGE
If the nco-colonial concepts of "African socialism" and

"Pan-Africanism" have had a reactionary influence among
Black Americans, it is by no means dominant. A revolutio
nary surge is also emerging, in part due 10 the pride in the
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relationship to Africa and a drawing from that relationship of
encouragement to struggle, with {he possibility of victory.
The African struggle for independence and the need for
socialist and non-capitalist roads 10 development has brought
about in the U.S. a much wider interest in socialism and an
acute understanding of the need for alternatives to capita
lism. And, without its being taught, there is a new-found
knowledge that the aid to the armed struggle and the build
ing of economies free of imperialist penetration comes from
the socialist camp in the first place.

Kwame Nkrumah's writings on neo-colonialism; the dec
larations of him, Sekou Toure and others not to stop at poli
tical independence but to follow a non-capitalist course of
development; attempts to pull the tribes together, and to
institute plans of benefit to the majority; the movements now
engaged in armed struggle against colonialism and fascism;
the failures of the countries who have chosen the neo-colo
nial path-all have provided lessons for the radical Black
movement in the United States, which has now accepted the
need for class struggle, rather than struggle based only on
colour lines. In this context, James Foreman, Malcolm and
now Huey P. Newton have been great individual influences
at different times.

Nevertheless the nationalist approach cannot be ignored.
The history of Black people in the U.S., their present com
position and relationship to a white majority, is unique in the
world. Contrary to those who see only a cultural relationship
to Africa, there is a special Afro-American culture. It is a cult
ure of oppression born out of slavery, forcibly divorce~ from
its ancestral roots. Black Americans built a cultural life
around their struggle against. their enslavement and their
oppression. With the abolition of chattel slavery, the struggle
continued, now against super-exploitation. And, while 95 per
cent of Black America are a component of the working
class, the racism and oppression directed against Black
people is an all-class oppression. At the time of free compe-
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tltlOn, Black people were enslaved. I he eXistence ot mono·
poly has since made it impossible for Blacks to vertically inte
grate into the U.s. capitalist economy. Even the would-be
Black bourgeoisie, in fact a petty-bourgeoisie, can never
become part of the U.S. ruling class. That is to say, there is
an oppression of a people as a whole people, a national
oppression. In addition is the violent racism visited upon that
people.

The fact of the struggle in Africa gives an awareness to
people of African heritage in the United States as to their cul
ture but also as to their possibilities of successful struggle.
The concept of Black Power, when viewed correctly, actually
stems from the idea that Black people have a natural identity
which, used in concert, can make that people stronger. That
is, acting in unison, Blacks can assert their power; questions
of armed struggle, separatism, etc., are secondary questions.

Africa of course cannot be seen alone; it is part of a world
wide struggle against oppression and exploitation. Other out
posts of that struggle---especially Cuba and Vietnam~have

had their influence on Black America. (During the 1965
ghetto uprising in Watts, California, young Blacks fired on
police helicopters in conscious emulation of their Vietnamese
brothers.) What the struggle in Africa has imparted to Black
Americans is the realization not only of the possibility of
struggle, but also of the inability to live in the old way. It is
this latter realization that has made political consciousness
greater among U.S. Blacks than among whites.

The resentment of the oppression has now reached explo
sive proportions, as the world's headlines testify. The resent
ment displays itself most forcefully against the fascist-like
police and army attacks on much of the Black community. h
is at these points that the African inspiration is demonstrated
most clearly. It is more than coincidence than the song t~at

arose from the Black communities of Houston, Texas, and in
rural Louisiana during police riots five years ago, was, "I
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Want to Be a Mau Mau." Or that the grartlti painted on the
walls of Newark and Detroit during the uprisings in those
cities was, "Not Yet Uhuru." Or that the cry of the U.S.
revolutionary-Black and white-today is the same as that
of the African National Congress: "Amandla Ngawelhu '
Power to the People!"

from the Marxist classics . ..

"According to the materialist conception of history,
'he ultimately determining element in history is the pro
duction and reproduction 01 real life. More than this
neither Marx nor I have ever osserted. Hence, if some
body twists this into saying thai the economic element
;s the only determining one, he transforms that proposi.
tion into a meaningless, obstract, senseless phrase. The
economic situation is the basis, but the various elements
01 'he superstructures..exercise their influence upon the
course 01 the historical struggles and in many cases pre·
ponderate in determining their form. There is an inter
action of all these elements,"

-Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Selected
Works, Vol 2, p. 488 (Engels'S leller to
Joseph Block, 1890)
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IMPERIALIST RAPE OF THE THIRD WORLD

The Pillage oJ tile Tilird World and Tile Third World in lVorld
Eco"omy. both by Pierre Jalce. published by Monthly Review
Press, ISs. and 58s. respectively.

The Leninist thesis on imperialism has rightly prevailed for over
50 years-even. ironically, in imperialist scholarship. since bour
geois scholars have recognised that the central challenge of
Lenin's concepts is the one to which they must return. again and
again. with futilely hostile interpretations and "refutations",

The rise of the Third World in the last 25 years, however, has
provided Ihe opportunity-and the urgent necessity-for a re
examination of the classical Marxist-Leninist typology of imperia
lism, The purpose of re-examination is neither to attempt yet
another fatuous revision of revolutionary doctrine, nor merely to
add new data-new statistical tables. new economic indices-to
Lenin's classic work, bUI (0 assess realistically the ways in which
imperialism has changed in the post-war era. and therefore the
changes in strategy and tactics which are required of re\'olution
aries in the advanced capitalist countries and in the Third World,

An admirable contribution to this fundamental task has been
made by Pierre Jalec. whose best known work. 77,e Pillage oJ lhe
Third World. has now appeared in English. having been publish
ed in French in 1965. His later and more detailed work, The
77,ird Wodd i/1 World Ecollomy. has now also appeared. Both are
published by Monthly Review Press, and are priced 15/· and
58/- respectively.

Both books lire packed with closely-documented figures on the
I:conomks of imperilliist domination of the Third World. It is
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impossible to give any real idea in this space of the rich diversity
of material which Jalee has expertly marshalled to give such
impressive weight to his thesis, but somc of Ihe central conten
tions can be brieOy stated.

In our times, the exploitation of imperialism has become morc
efficient. The international division of labour which Lenin long
ago defined has become even sharper, with the Third World
producing more and more primary commodities and the industria
lized capitalist countries producing more and more manufacturcd
goods. The terms of trade arc moving decisively against the
undcr-developed countries, so that, in short, they pay more for
manufactures and receive less for their primary product exports.
In these respects, little has changed-merely that imperialism has
intensified its robbery with violence of the poor countries, notwith
standing the great wave of political liberation. But the importance
of the death of old-style colonialism should not be underestima
ted: it has contributed in no small measure to the new forms of
imperialist activity which Jalee analyses, leading to decisive shifts
away from the underdeveloped countries of imperialist invest
ments, and to the "loss of confidence" in such investments which
imperialist spokesmen constantly bemoan. And far more impor
tantly, of course, it has signalled the beginning of the really cru
cial battle of national and human liberation which is yet to come,
and whose end will be the final defcat of imperialism in the Third
World and, ultimately, within its own territory.

The critical factor of decolonization, to which must be added
economic change induced by the rapid growth of high-level
technology in the advanced countries, has meant that one feature
of Lenin's theory, although true half a century ago, no longer
applies: the Third World no longer acls primarily as a home for
surplus capital exported from capitalist countries. Increasingly,
the now of private investment from imperialist countries is to
other imperialist countries, rather than to the poor counlries
which they dominate. The classic economic advantages of high
rates of profit from exploited labour and low land and commodity
prices in under-developed countries do not necessarily apply in
our times: the dynamics of high-technology production and easy
access of large markets make for f;Ir more frequent and growing
movements of capital between advanced countries, with invest
ment in the Third World stagnating or growing only very slowly.
Investment in the Third World remains decisive for imperialism,
however, in one crucial sphere: that of raw materials, and especia-
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lIy petroleum and minerals, since the Third World is the source of
the vast bulk of such products to be found outside the socialist
block. The primary aims of modern imperialism, therefore, are
firstly to maintain the supply of vital raw materials (whose ext rae·
tion they often control, or the prices of which they can control to
some extent by the manipulation of commodity organizations and
markets), and secondly to maximize production in the advanced
imperialist countries to maintain and extend imperialism's grip on
world trade. The aim is thus trade domination, rather than cont
rol of exported capital in the poor countries. Thus, in fact, the
Third World, far from absorbing capital surpluses. is now in the
position of contributing to the accumulation of capital in the impe
rialist world: repatriation of profits and the Third World's repay
ment of public debts (Le. the much-vaunted imperialist "aid",
which has to be serviced and eventually repaid) in 1965 already
exceeded the total of all public grants and loans to the Third
World. If one adds to this equation the trend downwards in new
investment, the large subventions by local elites to advanced
countries, illegally repatriated profits, bigger debt-servicing obliga·
tions on the increasing burden of "aid" loans, worsening terms of
trade, etc. etc., it is easy to see how capitalist accumulation in the
imperialist countries begins, in our era, to be materially
augmented by the Third World.

There is another idea implicit in this analysis, however, which
is potentially even more important, and which Jalee d~velops as
far as possible in the light of present evidence. That is that our
ideas of imperialism, in the sense of imperialist nalion-stales, may
well be due for drastic revision. That same trend of closer econo
mic relations between imperialist states-more frequent and
larger movements of capital, intensified trade relationships-has
also produced an internationalization of imperialist enterprises on
an ever-increasing scale. This is the age of the multi-national cor·
poration, which can not really be identified with a single imperia
list power (except for the obvious fact that United States capital
will tend in most cases to predominate), which spawns and swal
lows up subsidiaries and concessionary enterprises lilerally by the
score, and which handles annual trading and investment budgets
running into millions of dollars in each of a score or more of
countries. Parallel with this internationalization of enterprises has
gone the internationalization of imperialist financial institutions
(the World Bank, International Development Association, Interna
tional Finance Corporation are examples) and a new willingness
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on the part of the imperialists to make the "giYing" of aid a
multi-lateral affair.

This is Jalee's contribution to Marxist economic theory: to
collect and organise valuable and relatively inaccessible data, and
to present a challenging interpretation of the economic character
of imperialism which has important implications not only for eco
nomic theory, but for the practice of revolutionary political life as
well. His books llre a fine addition to Marxist literature, and in
the mainstream of creative Marxist thought. As Jalee himself
says, in TI,e Pillage of the Third World:

"Far from claiming to revise or relegate Lenin to the past, I
prefer to stand on his ground as far as I am able, and to follow
his line of thought. It is in this spirit that I have laid bare cer
tain new features of imperialism in the 1960's and.... think it
worth while to consider the consequences which might now
from them both for the nations of the Third World and for the
anti-capitalist groupings inside the capitalist countries."

A. Langa

THE FAILED REVOLUTIONARY

"REBEL P/TY" The Life of Eddie Roux-by Eddie and Win
Roux

Rex Collings, London 1970, 45/·

Edward Roux was born near Pietersburg in the Northern Trans
yaal in 1903. He was the son of Philip Roux, a pharmacist of
Huguenot descent, an early white South African socialist who
renounced his Boer background and became an admirer of British
imperialism. Later, Philip Roul!: became a pacifist, and in middle
age dropped out of politics, while condemning his son's active
interest in the Young Communist League and its efforts to orga
nise young African workers. The young Roux left home and threw
himself into reyolutionary politics. It was a promising start.

Edward Roux won a scholarship 10 Cambridge where he spent
three years furthering his training as a botanist. While there he
accompanied Sydney and Rebecca Bunting to Moscow as dele·
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gates of the Communtst Party of South Africa to the 6th Congress
of the Communist International in 1928. There he and his co-dele
gates failed to convince the Congress of the correctness of their
analysis of South African politics. Despite the evidence of the
1922 strike, they regarded the white worker as an'important and
necessary ally of the black worker in the struggle for socialism,
and opposed the adoption of the 'Black Republic' slogan for the
CPS", although some elements in the Party supported it. Roux'
disillusionment with the international communist movement
began then. His feelings about the Soviet Union turned sour.

Within a year of his return to South Africa, he had become edi
tor of the CPSA's weekly paper Umsebellzi-the first Communist
paper in Africa which took up the grievances of the African
people and won wide interest and support amongst Africans. With
his gift for simplicity of expression, and attention to the variety of
indigenous languages, the paper flourished. Yet he ignored the
line of his party and preferred a pragmatic, day-to-day approach.
In the intense and demanding struggle forced upon the Commu
nist Party by the extreme injustice and exploitation of colonialism
in its South African form, such empiricism could not and did not
provide an adequate perspective for a revolutionary movement.

Thus Roux, though hard-working, idealistic and courageous,
failed to live up to the challenge of the times, difficult and perp
lexing as they were. He was pnrty to the expulsion from the
CPSA of Sydney Bunting and others, for ideological deviations in
relation to the 'Black Republic' line, but he felt guilty about his
role in the matter. In the late thirties he dropped out of active
political struggle, and returned to his work as a scientist.

In 1943 he wrote a biography of Sydney Bunting and a few
years later his well-known history of African resistance to white
supremacy in South Africa "Time Longer Than Rope". Ironica

,By, he was listed a Communist in 1952, and a few years later he
joined the Liberal Party and unsuccessfully contested a municipal
election in Johannesburg. In September 1962 he was appointed
Professor of Botany at the University of Witwatersrand. Two
years later he was banned, and in February 1966 he died, mour
ned by many including those who regretted his political inadequa
cies but loved and admired his gentle humanity.

Now a life of Eddie Roux has been published, part aUlo-biog
nlphy. part biography by his widow Winniej As a political history
il adds nothing 10 what Roux himself had previously written, and
in parts repeats it exactly, reproducing the same prejudices that
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distorted his earlier work and made it grist to the mill of reactio
nary anti-Communists. Roux the rationalist, linguist, and scientist
emerges clearly from the story, but in the final analysis what is
left is Roux the brave but failed revolutionary.

J. Villiers

"AFRICAN COMMUNISTS SPEAK"

Under the above title, a volume of articles and documents from
the first 39 issues of the "African Communist" has been publish
ed by the "Nauka" Publishing House in Moscow., .

In a short preface, the publishers state:
"The present book comprises articles and documents from the

"African Communist" put out by the South African Communist
Party. Within the decade of its existence (1959-1969) the journal
has published a good number of interesting materials developing
a serious analytical approach to modern African problems.

"Space being limited, it proved impossible to have included all
01 the artIcles we consider to be Interesting ano stIll vallO In
importance, within the framework of this volume. That is why
this collection embraces ortly such materials as deal with issues
having immediate references 10 the presenl day and thus, naturally,
what has come out lately was given priority.

.. It is the hope of the Publishing House that this volume will
help the reader to get a better understanding of the complex
development problems of Africa nowadays.

"All the preparatory work on the collection as welJ as the
selection of materials has been done by the research associates of
the Institute of Africa (U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences), specialis
ing in problems of Southern Africa".

In producing Ihis volume, the publishing house has rendered an
invaluable service to the world progressive movement and to
Africanisls of all kinds who may not have access to the individual
issues of the "African Communist".

The selections start with the preface to the first issue of "Ihis
magazine", duplicated secretly in Johannesburg and distributed
clandestinely throughout South Africa in October 1959. As M.
Harmel explains in his introduction, the enthusiasm with which
the journal was received both in South Africa and abroad en
couraged the Party to plan a substantial increase in the size of the
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Z.K.

journal, its frequency 01 publication and the number 01 copies
distributed. Arrangements were made to have it printed abroad in
order to avoid the difficulties of producing large numbers of
copies under the increasingly terroristic conditions developing in
South Afric..'L An international distribution centre was established
in London.

The first issue in 1959 was followed by two issues in 1960.
since when the journal has appeared regularly each quarter. Thus
the end of the decade of its publication was marked by the
appearance of its 39th issue.

The selection is divided into two sections: I. General African
Problems: and 2. Problems of South Africa.

The first section contains an article by Communist Party chair
man J.B. Marks on lhe significance of the Russian Revolution for
Africa and National Liberation, an article by W.E.B. du Bois on
"The Birth of African Unity", and articles on "Socialism and
Rural Revolution", "The Arusha Declaration-Tanzania's New
Revolution", French aid lind policy in Africa, South African
Imperialist EXpflllsion in Africa, and the nco-colonialist conquest
of Katanga.

The second section contains the whole of the programme of the
SACP adopted at the party's fifth national conference held in
South Africa in 1962; a short history of the SACP by A. Lerumo
entitled "After 40 Years", written in 1961 on the Party's
anniversary; various statements by the Party's Central Committee
outlining the revolutionary way forward in South Africa and the
Party's support for the international Communist movement;
articles on job reservation and apartheid in the trade union move
ment; the Transkei; the life and death of O1ief A.J. Lutuli; the
Morogoro resolutions of the A.M.e. adopted in
1969; an interview with Communist Party general secretary
Moses Kotane; and articles dealing with the record and trial
speeches of Dram Fischer and Govan Mbeki, leading Communists
now serving sentences of life imprisonment because of their
opposition to the fascist apartheid state.

Perhaps not the least useful section of the volume is its index
to the first 39 issues which appeared between 1959 and 1969,
published in lhe form of an itemised list of contents. All in all, it
can be seen thai the volume is not only a valuable record of the
work of the journal. but also of the liberation struggle in South
Africa itself. "Nauka" Publishing House must be congralulated
on it~ initiative.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES IN HIE U.S.S.R.

To acquaint readers in all parts of the world wilh the work of. . .
Soviet scholars in the social sciences, the U.S.S.R. Academy of
Sciences is issuing a new publication called "The Social Sciences"
which will carry translations of articles from Soviet scientific jour
nals and also original material by Soviet philosophers, ,econo
mists, sociologists. historians, lawyers, philologists and representa
tives of other social and humanitarian sciences.

"Social Sciences"-the first number of which has just been issu
ed (Vol. I, 1970)-1s published in English. French and Spanish
by the editorial board of "The Social Sciences Today" of the
USSR Academy of Sciences in collaboration with the Novosti
Press Agency. It will be sold through firms connected with V/0
"Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga", USSR, Moscow G~200.

As is appropriate in the Lenin centenary year, the first issue is
devoted to the work and influence of V.1. Lenin, and contains
orginal articles by leading Soviet scholars on various aspects of
Lenin's work, as well as reviews of books by Soviet scholars
published in connection with the Lenin centenary, and reports on
various conferences and symposiums devoted to the same theme.

The journal also contains a list of reviews of foreign publi
cations which appeared in Soviet scientific journals in the period
January to July 1969, as well as details of Soviet jounlals on the
Social Sciences to which foreign readers can subscribe.

In a note to the reader, the editorial board states that the aim
of the journal is to overcome the language barrier which has
hitherto prevented the scientific world from keeping abreast of
"Soviet research in the most intricate and burning problems
mankind's development, history. economy and culture. relations
within society and between and differing social systems...

"The new publication will reprint the best articles from Soviet
academic periodicals and chapters from monographs, carry
original papers and widely cover the activities of institutes in the
humanities. Considerable space will be given to reviews of new
works by Soviet and foreign scholars, scientific reviews rnd ab
stracts, materials of discussions, ~lIld information on social science
literature issued in the Soviet Union.
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"All this. we hope, will enable readers regularly to follow the
development of Soviet scieniific thinking in philosophy, history,
economies, law, sociology, international relations, literary studies,
and so on. to learn about fundamental studies of new phenomena
in the life of contemporary society and socio-economic and politi
cal processes under way in all countries",

There will be a further issue of "Social Sciences" in 1970, de
voted this time to the achievements of Soviet historical science.
Thereafter the journal will appear quarterly.

"Launching the new publication", states the editorial board,
"The USSR Academy of Sciences is guided by the desire to pro
mote greater understanding and co-operation among scientists of
various countries in striving for the lofty ideals of peace and the
social progress of mankind".
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'" ACCUSE THE SOUTH AFRICAN

GOVERNMENT OF MURDER"
Statement by Miss Mary Henson, Writer, before the U.N.
Special Committee on Apartheid, June 8. 1970

In 1963 the phrase "torture by
mind-breaking" was coined by Mr.
Hamilton Russell, former Member
of Parliament and a leader of the
Progressive Party in South Africa.
He was describing the new law
introduced by the then Minister of
Justice. John Bahhaz.ar Vorstcr:
detention without charge or trial
fot 90 days. renewable. In 1965
the period was doubled to 180
days. renewable. And in 1967
under the Terrorism Act-the Act
of Terror as it has been called
indefinite detention without
charge or trial was cnacted.

"Torture by mind-breaking"
and other less subtle forms of tor
ture have become a custom in
South Africa, and over the years
morc and morc people have
suffered; some have suffered even
unlo dealh. In 1963 one man died
while delained in solitary confine
ment. In 1964, two. In 1966, two.
All those five were allegedly sui-

cides. In 1967 Iwo died-<lne an
alleged suicide. the olher "an
unknown man who died on an
unknown dute of cause unknown".
In 1968 one died, allegedly sui-

cide. ~nd last year, in 1969, seven
men died.

As Dr. Barend van Niekerk, a
senior ler;:turer in law at the Unh'er
sity of the Witwatersrand, told the
Council of Olurches in Johannes
burg on May 26:

"In the short life of the Terro
rism Act there have been more
Ihan a dozen known deaths of
detainees which, in view of the
small numbers involved, must
surely represent the highest
death rale for a single group of
prisoners in Ihe Western
world...

He spoke of the Terrorism Act as
an "institutionalization of
cruelty". Others have described it
as a licence to torture.

Of the fifteen known deaths
since 1963 we have linle detail
you have on record as much as has
been published. For inslance. Ihul
James Lenkoe, on whose toe there
was evidence of an electric thermal
burn, was found by lhe magistrale
10 have wmmined suicide by hnn$
ing by a belt. A bell which. so hiS
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widow said at the inquest. was not
his; he had left his only bell at
home when he was arrested. Nico
dimus KgOalhe. according (0 Secu
rity Police, died of a ran while
taking a shower, and Solomon
MOdipane slipped on a pteCC of
soap. with the magistrate finding
that his death was due 10 "nalural
causes".

The one thing we do know for
certain is that all these men died
while their lives were under the
absolute control of the Security
Police. And the Minister of Jus
tice, Petrus PeIser, according 10
Reuters on. Mar 28, said: '" can
assure the public that I am at all
times kept Informed of all the cir
cumstances concerning II person's
detention under the Terrorism
Ac''''

When i testified before the Ad
Hoc Working Group of Experts of
the Commission on Human nights
in February. I accused the South
Afr1r.sln (jnvernment. lhroull:h its
hired interrogators, of murdering
the men who died In detention. I
particu:arly singled out Major
Theunis Jacobus S....'3nepoel. who
heads lhe team of interrogalors
and whose name recurs ag~in and
again in affida\'its about the sadis
tic methods of the police. Not
unexpectedly, the South African
Ambassador here was quoted in
the press as saying that myaccusa
lion was nonsensical, a big lie.
Apparently the Ambassador does
not understand the implicalions
when men choose the terrible
anguish and annihilation of vio
lently ending their own lives,
rather than endure continued tor
lure-whether mental or phy
sical-from their interrog:ltors.
Have they hanged themselves?
Have their enraged, possibly frust
rated. interrogators hanged them?
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Did one man Jump Irom a
window? Or was he pushed? We
shall never know. Just as we do
not know how many men and
women the Security Police have
chosen to imprison under the
Terrorism Act.

We know there are some Nami
bians. Who? How many? How long
have they been imprisoned and
where? We presume there must be
freedom fighters captured in Rho
desia. Who? How many? How
long...? And we know that thi:
State has had scores of witnesses
"at its disposai"-sinister words
in the case of twenty-two men and
women who have been held under
the Act. Exactly how many are still
held and who are they? Most vital
question of all: How are they?

It does not mailer whether the
State suspects someone, or thinks
it has a possible witness to prove
those suspicions: Not only the
potential accused but prospective
witnesses for the State are victims
of the Security Police.

What is meant by "the State"?
Normally one thinks of the Presi
dent, the Prime Minister and
Cabinet. or the Attorney General
and then, if the matter comes to
court, the State Prosecutor. But in
South Africa under the Terrorism
and "BOSS" Acts. none of these
need be directly involved. they are
simply rubber stamps for the Secu
rity Police. It is the Security Police
who decide who to arrest, who
shall be accused and who a wit
ness; for months they work on
these individuals to build up a
case, and then they escort their wit
nesses to court. SIt watching them
as they give evidence, and escort
them back to jail.

During the seven years since
"torture by mind-breaking" was
enacted. one particular building



has become notorious because it is
there that most of the interroga
tions take place: Compol, an abbre
viation for Commissioner of
Police, a cream-painted Colonial
style building in Pretoria, a stone's
throw from Church Square where
President Kruger's statue looks
down on symbolic Boers, and a
block from the Headquarters of
the Security Police,

The Case of the Twenty-two and
the Two Wilnesses who said "No"

-It is fifty-sill weeks since that
day in May 1969 when seventeen
men and five women and an
unknown number of prospective
witnesses were imprisoned by the
Security Police in a case which has
become of international concern.
It took a year for any substantial
protests to be made IIIside South
Africa but at last the Black Sash
women's protests of the past few
months and international censure
have been greatly augumented
throughout South Africa, with
students, church leaders, and
professors of law-including
Afrikaner Nationalists~joining in
condemnation of the Terrorism
Act and the continuing detention
without charge of the twenty-two.

Among several mothers in the
case are Mrs. Winnie Mandela
wife of Nelson Mandela, the Afri
can National Congress leader who
is serving a life sentence on
Robben Island-and Joyce Sikak
ane, a young journalist. In age
the twenty-two range from a 19
year-old schoolboy to a 73-year
old pensioner, Mr. Mvemve. And
of very great significance are the
two women who, when called as
witnesses by the State, despite the
standing torture and threats, and
despite certain prison sentences if
they defied the State, yet refused

to give eVIdence agalllst their
friends. They are Shanti Naidoo,
whose late father was Gandhi's
adopted son, and Mrs. Nkala (or
Mamkhala).

The twenty-two and these two
women have now been imprisoned
for 393 days: 393 days locked in a
small cell, with only a mat and a
slop bucket. Most of that time in
solitary: No access to lawyers,
family or friends,

In the course of that period, in
December, when the twenty-two
were brought 10 trial, though arres
ted under the Terrorism Act, they
were charged under the Suppres
sion of Communism Act for fur
thering the aims of the banned
African National Congress. The
evidence produced by the State
was remarkable for its triviality
indeed some of it was ludicrous,
Yet much of this evidence was
extracted through threats and
assaults. For instance, one Slate
witness, Philip Golding, who was
comparatively privileged because
he was white and British, with the
British Government putting pres
sure on lhe South Africans on his
behalf, was nevertheless so terri
fied of his interrogators that when
brought to court (where, inciden
tally, his evidence was innocuous),
he would not talk about their
assaults; the defence had to drag
from him some mention; not until
he was back in England did he
dare describe what he'd been
through. And he then also said he
felt he had perjured himself in
court.

As you know, in February the
Attorney General announced that
the State withdrew the charges
against the twenty-two and the
Judge found them all "not guilty",
The Security Police promptly
stepped in and rearrested them
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under the Terrorism Act. Shanti
Naidoo and Mrs Nkala were
"",-like the others-again al die
mercy of their frustrated interroga
tors. As I said earlier, the Attorney
General is one of the rubber
stamps for the Security Police. In
April he said the case was out of
his hands, then on May 24 he said
no further charges were yet prefer
red and, as far as he knew, no
charges were being considered.
(Report in Johannesburg Sunday
Times). Yel four days later on
May 28, Minister of Justice
PeIser-clearly as a result of the
oulcry in South Africa-announ
ced that police investigations were
nearly completed and thaI the
Attorney General would soon give
a decision.

The New York. Times
commented on February 25, al the
time of the arbitrary rearrests:

"The prosecution's strategy
seems clear: It will simply hold
the defendants under the Terro
rism Act until more 'evidence'
can be obtained or concocted
by the bestial methods that
have become a hallmark of
South African 'justice'."

Since February, what has been
happening to the twenty-four? We
have no idea. Their allorney, Joel
Carlson, has tried to get informa
tion. The Security Police do not
reply. A desperate attempt by fif
teen relatives to get a court order
restraining the police from assault
and torture, failed. The Judge
Tuled thaI the mailer was nol
urgent. This despite Ihe fact that
three men connected wilh the case
had died in detention! Despite the
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aFfidavits from seventeen of the
twenty-two concerning police CTue
It y.

TORTURE OF DETAINEES
Major Swanepocl and his team

have become experts at the statue
torture~forcing the victim to
stand in one place, to stay awake,
for days on end-an almost infal
lible technique for breaking people
in such a way thaI no mark is left
on them. But in the Compol
building the team has added a refi
nement: the victim is now forced
to balance on bricks. In his aFfi
davit, David Motau, a 47-year-old
truck driver, described this and
how, after being thcn beaten and
punched, he was hung by the neck
with his toes just touching the
bricks.

Mrs. Rita Nd7.anga, whose hus
band is also one of the twenty
two-they have four children
describes the third occasion on
which she was interrogated. A
white Security man hit her and she
fell and began to scream,

"They closed the windows. I
continued screaming. They
dragged me to another room,
hitting me with their open
hands all the time ... They
ordered me to take off my
shoes and stand on three
bricks. I refused ... One of
(them) climbed on a chair and
pulled me by my hair, dropped
me on the bricks. I fell down
and hit a gas pipe. The same
man pulled me up by my hair
again, jerked me, and I again
fell on the metal gas pipe. They
threw water on my face. The
man who pulled me by my hair
had his hands full of my hair.



He washed his hands In tile
basin. I managed to stand up
and then they said: 'On .the
bricks!' I stood on the bncks
and they hit me again... .! fell.
They again poured water on
me. I was very tired. I could not
stand the assault any longer. I
asked to see Major Swane
poe!."

Mr. Mvemve, the 73-year-old
man, was unable to balance .on the
bricks so they handcurred hIm and
tied a rope through the h~ndcurrs
and to a grating above hiS head,
his feet touching the bricks. After
three days and nights he told them
he accepted every word they said.
A statement was slowly compiled,
"But I didn't sign it," the old man
said afterwards,

The youngest, Joseph Sikalala,
was made to calch and kill cock
roaches with his hands: then the
"grey, wobbling bricks", kicks,
blows, a siambok beatin2 knec:s,
feet, genitals, threats: "Karrer.)y
sal doodgaan" (Kaffir, you will
die), sleeplessness, fatIgue, the
blurring, hopelessness.

And for Mrs. Mandela, who was
allowed to sit through her five
days and nights of interrogation
because of a heart condition and
oedema, the time when Swanepoel
sent for her, and asked abruptly
who was Thembi Mandela. She
replied, "My eldest stepson" and
he then said, "He is dead." He
had been killed in II car accident.
She was too shocked for control,
shc broke down and wept.

DEAntS IN DETENTION
As I mentioned, three nlcn con

ccrned in this case of the twenty
two died in delcntion. Of one,
Michael Shivute, we know only

that he is alleged to have commi·
ttcd suicide on thc first night.

Caleb Mayekiso A.N:C. le~der
and trade union orglllllzer SlOce
the 1940's whose most recent
tenn of imprisonment for political
activity had been served on
Robben Island, was quite fit, his
wife said, when the Security Police
took him away on May 14 last
year. In two weeks' time he was
dead. That is all we know,

And then, the Imam Abdullah
Haron: We know far nlore about
his death because in Cape Town a
number of prominent white people
made a fuss about it. If only the
fuss could have been made ten
months earlier, when he was detai
ned without charge!

Twenty thousand people
attended his funeral-he was a
greatly loved .and respecte.d leader
of the Mushm commun~'J.' and
utterly opposed to aparlhel .

On May 28 last year, he w~s

detained. Aged 43, he was, so hiS
widow says, in excellent health,
Four months laler, on September
27, he was pronounced dell:d. An
inquest was not held until fi"e
months later. Police evidence was
lhat in July the Imam complain.ed
of pain over his ribs, he was t~'lce

seen by doctors and was gIVen
pain-killing tablets. 'mere was no
mdication of heart trouble.

Between July 2 and 11. he had
been interrogated by Sgt. van Wyk
and as a result reluctantly made a
statement. (Van Wyk is the man
who assaulted two white detainees
in 1964~Stephanie Kemp and
Alan Brooks, both now in
London-cases in which the
Government made out-of-court
selliements with his victims.)
Police testified further that on the
night of September 19 the Imam
rell down some stairs and suffered
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injuries. (Though these injuries
included a broken rib, no doctor
was called.) The police treated
him with p3in-killing table Is.
During the next eight days he did
nol walk around. He usually sat or
stood in the sun, and sometImes he
did nol leave his cell. On Septem
ber 27 he died.

The post-mortem next day disc
losed twenty-six bruises on the
body, haemoloma, blood clots in
the chest wall, a narrowing of the
artery and c10ls in the deep veins
of the calves. The seventh right rib
was broken. One bruise was
(wenty by eight centimetres. Some
bruises were possibly seven to lcn
days old. but olhers wcrc fresher.
Two parallel bruises were similar
10 injuries secn on those hit by an
instrument such as a Slick. At the
inquest live months latcr. the
Magistrate accepted police evi
dence, said a substantial part of
the trauma, contribl,lIing to death
by myocardial ischemia, was
caused by an accidental fall down
a night of stone stairs. He was
unable to determine how the
balance of the lrAuma was cAused.

The evidence and the finding
Aroused wide disquiet in South
Africa and provoked demands for
a judicial inquiry. No such inquiry
has been held. In Aprillhe Imam's
widow sued the Ministers of Police
and Justice, but there has been no
subsequent report as far as. I can
ascertain.

Meanwhile relatives of all those
detained wait and 1o\"Onder. Mrs.
Naidoo has said she is haunled by
these deaths. Shanti is frail and
delicate. She herself is ok! and ill
and fears she will never see her
daughter again. (lier one son, tor
tured in 1964, shot at the time of
his arresl, is serving a twelve-year
senlence for sabotage.) Iier appeal
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to the authorities that Shantl be
charged or released met with
silence (She was later released.
-Ed.)
A HKUTALIZED SOCIETY

There is something peculiarly
obscene about Major Swanepoel
and his team. It is not as if they
are dealing with great leaders,
with miliumts or freedom fighters.
The case of the twenty-two centres
on a small group who through leaf
leIs, lhrough trying 10 ¥ather
clothes and cash for famihes of
political prisoners, were despe
rately struggling to keep a spark of
protest and of humanity alive. But
with "BOSS", with the Terrorism
Act, the Security Police have to jus·
tify their existence.

And their unknown number of
victims are but one aspect of the
"brutalized society which conni·
ves with a brutal regime in apply
ing brutal measures" against the
non-white people of South Africa.
Those are not my words. I am
quoting a Rand Daily Mail report
of the words of Mrs. Jean Sinclair,
President of the Black Sash
women in Soulh Africa. She was
describing the destruction of lives,
of families and of homes that are
all facts of life there. Her words
also remind us Ihat along wifh the
many who suffer, there do remain
Ihe tiny handful who never cease
10 protest, right inside South
Africa.

KEEP UP TIlE PRESSURE
Among them: Joel Carlson,

allorney for the Iwenly-two and so
many olhers. In a speech to stu
dents in Johannesburg in April. he
said that inaction and silence are
tantamount 10 condoning and
approval. To know that the evil
ex ISIs and to do nothing, is soul·



destroying. '·Change Will nOl come
about by people wishing for it, but.
if we persist, with courage, we
shall overcome", he lold the stu
dents.

One hopes that the students and
all the others now protesting in
South Africa will not be intimida
ted, nor deceived by false assu~

ranees. ThaI when the twenty-two
are released or charged, they will
continue and make ever more
penetrating their demands on
behalf of the others, helpless,
silenced, in solitaT! confinement;
and here it is vita that you and
your Committee, keep up the pres
sure, that as long as there is a
single political prisoner in South

Africa, a single person sulfering
under aparfheid. you will make
known the abhorrence of the out
side world.

(On the 400,h day of their
detention, the Minister of justice
announced that three of the detai·
nees had been freed, although it
appeared that they might still be
called as State witnesses. The
remaining 19 detainees appeared
in court in August for summary
trial on charges under the Terro
rism Act. Joined with them was a
20th detainee, Mr. Benjamin
Ramotse, who claimed he had
been kidnapped in Botswana and
detained since July 1968.-Ed.)
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